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NOTES ON ISSUE 33.2: 

In Speakeasy 'Looking at Buildings' 
(pp 60-67), the writer Caleb 
Goh wishes to credit Mr. Dennis 
Ong for the use of the building 
photographs that appeared in  
the article.

In the project GODOWN ARTS 
CENTRE, the drawing on page 95 
was erroneously credited to Ling 
Hao. The correct credit is to Lim 
Eu Jin.

In Cross Section: A Look At The People 
in Architecture (pp170-176), Ar Chan 
Wai Lai’s name was incorrectly spelled 
in the header. The error is regretted.
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When I last wrote an editorial as Editor-in-Chief of my class magazine ‘MEGAMAG’ in 1992 I would never 
have imagined that three decades later I would be penning one helming AM. A case of life-skills from the past 
put to good use…eventually?

Before I ramble on further, I would like to take this opportunity to record my thanks to the outgoing 
Director Ang Chee Cheong and Editor Lina Esa for their dedication and groundwork culminating in the 
publication of the revamped AM Vol. 33 Issues 1:2021 & 2:2021. Ang has been gracious in sharing with the 
new Editor and myself his vision, ideation and experiences hands-on leading the current AM Publication 
Team, which is a marked departure from the previous arrangement of engaging an external publishing house. 

I am elated and relieved that I have been able to ease myself quite easily and within a short time into 
this role - thanks to the well-oiled team of Ejin, Victor, Madeline and Anne already in place. This is also in no 
small measure achieved with the unwavering support and expertise of Ms Tong Chin Thing, the new AM 
Editor who joins the team and also happens to be a fellow Melakan and an ex-colleague from way back. 
Her architectural degree background coupled with her earlier involvement with AM during her stint in a 
publishing house makes her very propitious for this role indeed! 

AM must go on despite the continuing pandemic saga, and the entire team, from MAP Committee to 
AM Editorial and Publication Team have successfully put together and published this issue, ‘on time yet 
within budget’ - as we speak in archi-lingo - without even one physical meeting since Tong and I came 
onboard in June. It is a profound testament to how readily-available technology is embraced and how 
adaptable we have had to become in face of restrictions and the new normal. So, why not give our readers 
a peek at how we work from our own (home) desks.

Presenting to you readers AM Issue 3:2021, the super-bumper-sized PAM Awards 2021 Issue with 
220 pages, the thickest AM so far. Showcasing the best/award-winning Malaysian architecture by Malaysian 
architects, we decided it was better economically and strategically to publish the Awards on AM with its 
larger print-run and wider readership base rather than producing the usual Awards booklets of 500 copies, 
which often gets consigned to our Rawang storage.

Even as I write this, I am actually still unaware of the results of the PAM Awards 2021, which has been 
embargoed until the presentation ceremony. Yes, even the Editor-in-Chief has had no access to the results 
(since he had submitted an entry or two) and I duly applaud the integrity and dogged steadfastness of our 
Secretariat team in adhering to PAM’s confidentiality guidelines. Anne’s mere hint to me was, ‘if you win 
you belanja us makan ah’. Heh! I also hope to belanja the editorial team soon too! (If I did win that, is!)

On another note, I am delighted to inform all readers that I have sought the agreement of Council to 
release, from Volume 33 onwards, a Digital Issue of AM for electronic reading, 90 days after the publication  
of the current Print Issue or after publication of the next Print Issue, whichever comes later.

In the age of the digital media, we have taken this position so that both Print and Digital Issues of AM 
will complement rather than cannibalise each other. Having both will certainly increase our readership 
reach, and hopefully also advertising revenue!

For the moment, you can access Digital Issue 1:2021 on PAM’s E-Library, which is publicly accessible 
via PAM’s main website http://www.pam.org.my > PUBLICATIONS tab > click on E-LIBRARY or go directly 
to our e-library site at http://library.pam.org.my:8000/. You will have to register as a library member (only 
takes 5 minutes!) and once you have obtained your membership number you can browse the entire E-Library 
site. The Digital Issues of AM will be stored under the ‘COLLECTIONS’ tab. More back issues will be up-
loaded once the Resource Centre deploys a bigger-capacity server, so do hang on for a bit.

With this I shall sign-off, and offer my congratulations to the winners of PAM Awards 2021 and the 
recipient of the PAM Gold Medal 2021, Dato’ Ar. Lai Lok Kun.

See you next issue.

Dexter Y.P. Koh
Editor-in-Chief

FROM OUR (HOME) DESKS

Dexter Koh's home deskPAM Collection RC 
landing page

Get your work published in AM. We welcome 
your contributions of projects and your 
proposals to publish. Email us at: media.
publications@pam.org.my

It is indeed an honour to be part of the AM editorial team again after 10 years, and oh, how AM has evolved 
over the years - from a journal-esque magazine to an architectural magazine that embraces the 
multifaceted branches of design that embodies the multitasking attribute of an architect. We have the 
outgoing Director Ang Chee Cheong and Editor Lina Esa to thank for paving and setting the new lingo 
for AM.

Amidst all the pandemic fatigue and frustration, this special bumper issue is a celebration of 
architecture in its many splendour forms. The PAM Awards 2021, a prestigious accolade commending 
excellent Malaysian architecture is the main feature of this issue. With 7 gold, 12 silver and 2 commendation 
winners, the building that emerged victorious as the Building of the Year is the AICB Building by GDP 
Architects, a building that channels equity and excitement through its design. Congratulations to all 
winners and participants for thriving when the going gets tough.   

We also honour the PAM Gold Medal 2021 recipient, Dato’ Ar. Lai Lok Kun for his illustrious career in 
the Malaysian architectural scene with a prequel to his interview by Naz and Ee Von (Pages 28-29). 

The winners of the first architecture idea competition organised by PAM Sarawak Chapter, the Langit 
Kuching Competition (Pages 20-21) is proudly featured in this issue too. According to Ar. Ivy Jong, the Jury 
Chair, due consideration was given to all submissions received, which were diverse in scale, usage and 
efficiency. Many of the design ideas challenged conventional expectations and demonstrated a refreshing 
approach to place-making in the context of Kuching.  

Endeavouring to be more inclusive this issue with all PAM chapters, and detaching from being 
pigeonholed as “central-centric”, the new feature Cities explores the dynamic evolution of a town or 
cityscape in response to the people, social and economic changes, and other factors. PAM Southern 
Chapter inaugurates the new feature that takes a closer look at Desaru and Tanjung Balau (Pages 24-27). 
Readers can even scan the QR code on page 27 to watch the video of the feature. 

In a more light-hearted design discourse, freelancer Alana Scott analyses six of the key trends in 
fashion to look forward to this Autumn/Winter 2021-22 (Pages 34-37). While on the topic of making 
ourselves look good, check out the latest products for men’s grooming (Pages 16-17) for a range of skincare, 
fragrance and many more.   

Get acquainted with six familiar faces from the architecture industry. In this issue, we interviewed 
Assoc. Prof. (Ind.) Ar. Sarly Adre Sarkum, Assoc. Prof. Dr. Veronica Ng, Ar. Tan Bee Eu, Ekzan Ekbal (our 
dear Anne), Loke Hau Yee and Rachel Low on working from home during the current pandemic, take a peek 
at their work environment at home, discover how they set the mood for work and how they handle the 
challenges of working from home (Pages 30-32).  

On pages 22-23, we are privileged to have a preview of 8 books in a wide range of architecture and 
non-architecture topics from A Little House by Fondation Le Corbusier to An Ugly Truth: Inside Facebook’s 
Battle for Domination by Sheera Frenkel and Cecilia Kang. 

Detouring from architecture 7 years ago for book publishing somehow circled me back to the same 
spot I was 10 years ago. It seems that this “fate with architecture” was a bond made in architecture school 
built on more than cement and brick arrangements. Thank you for giving me this opportunity and it is really 
good to be back. 

Tong Chin Thing
Editor

HELLO, AGAIN

Tong Chin Thing's  home desk Ejin Sha's home desk
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DESTINATION LUXURY

Is there a car more luxurious than a Rolls-Royce? Why yes, especially 
when it’s a Rolls-Royce Coachbuild! The result of Rolls-Royce’s be-
spoke arm for specially commissioned cars, this year saw the unveiling 
of the Boat Tail, a swanky model fashioned after J Class yachts that 
is fitted with a rear compartment that opens up into a private host-
ing suite for some fancy picnic. With just a touch of a button, the rear 
opens in a sweeping butterfly gesture to reveal a deck reserved for 
dining on one side, complete with porcelain and cutlery by Christofle, 
and drinks on the other, with a champagne fridge for good measure. 

Foldable rear tables finished in matching Caleidolegno veneer opens 
out to offer dining surfaces, complemented by carbon fibre 

stools designed by Italian furniture maker Premamoria. A 
true feat of design and engineering, the Boat Tail is but the 
latest example of the unparalled craftsmanship of Rolls-
Royce Coachbuild in building unique bespoke automobile 
for those who want something a little less predictable.

For enquiries, visit the Rolls-Royce Motor Cars Kuala Lumpur 
showroom at Ground Floor, Quill 9 (tel.: +603 7960 2333).

A STUDY IN RESTRAINT

Best known for its penchant for ostentatious expressions of wealth 
and glamour, even more so in its furniture design than its fashion, 
Versace is a true proponent of the maxim that “more is more.” 
So much so that when they tread the route of the restrained, we 
cannot help but to take note. By Versace standards, the Versace 
Venus armchair is rather understated yet unmistakable in its con-
temporary elegance. Gone are the garish colours and prints 
synonymous with the brand. Instead, we get supple black 
leather upholstery, married with a luxurious golden 
steel finishing that references the brand’s fascina-
tion with gold hardware. The asymmetry of the chair 
seduces, and in case we forget its maker, the reverse 
of the chair is accented with a gleaming zip decorated with 
Versace’s signature Medusa head.
www.versace.com

SPACE ODYSSEY

Space tourism is a real deal this year, especial-
ly when one is a billionaire. But even without 
the promise of space travel, the cosmos and its 
many secrets continue to inspire explorers and 
wanderers the world over. Swiss watch brand 
Omega has the honour of being the watch that 
accompanied astronaut Buzz Aldrin during his 
lunar landing mission back in 1969, and this year 
the global watchmaker is celebrating its history 
with NASA by releasing a special range of its 
iconic Omega Moonwatch. Now fitted with new 
Velcro straps with astronaut-friendly fixtures and 
the bold branding of the aptly nicknamed NASA 
“meatball” logo. The Velcro straps are a tribute to 
space exploration, as metal bracelet would prove 
meddlesome for space suits. Available in three 
colours, each Velcro strap carries its own mean-
ing: black is symbolic of the darkness of space 
and the actual straps worn on the lunar surface. 
White is an homage to Apollo-era spacesuits, 
while silver is a tribute to the shinier suits worn 
on the pre-Apollo missions, Gemini and Mercury. 
The straps offer great adjustability and comfort 
be it for work or even sports.
www.omegawatches.com

COME INTO THE FOLD

Since its debut in 
2019, the Samsung 
Galaxy Z Fold has 

revolutionised 
the world 

of smart-
p h o n e s 
by offer-
ing us a 
foldable 

p h o n e 
that opens 

up to an even 
bigger screen to take advantage of. Now its 
latest iteration has entered the market, with 
last month’s launch of the Galaxy Z Fold3 5G. 
Pumped up with key improvements to guaran-
tee an even more immersive viewing, working, 
connecting and creating experience for users, 
none more remarkable than its new water 
resistant capabilities and its compatibility 
with every designer’s dream tool—the Galaxy 
S Pen, the first ever digital pen support on a 
foldable device. Thus, the Galaxy Z Fold3 is 
now a smartphone that’s also strengthened 
by the convenience of a tablet. The Galaxy Z 
Fold3 is the ultimate pocket-sized gadget for 
entertainment as well as productivity, or even 
both as it enables multi-tasking split-screens 
for simultaneous access to multiple apps at 
once. Additionally, sturdiness comes by way 
of a new Armor Aluminum—the strongest alu-
minum ever used on a Galaxy smartphone—
with the toughest Corning® Gorilla® Glass 
Victus™ for protection against scratches and 
accidental drops.
www.samsung.com

SURFACE VALUE

Maker of architectural surfaces, Cosentino has for the very first time unveiled its Capsule Collection 
of furniture and home accessories. Showcasing its signature Dekton surface, the Spanish-owned 
company collaborated with a selected group of designers to lend their distinctive aesthetic to 
the collection. The designers are Lebanese duo Nada Debs and Fadi Sarieddine, Dubai-based 
architect Mustafa Khamash, Emirati designer Aljoud Lootah, and Dana Al Matrook and Newsha 
Dastaviz from Dubai-based furniture design studio The Line Concept. Given just four months, the 
designers were asked to to design pieces based on the theme Breaking Boundaries, utilising the 
Dekton Slim, Cosentino’s four-millimeter compact surfacing and moisture and stain resistant ma-
terial, as a functional and decorative feature in their designs. The result is an arresting collection 
of contemporary works comprised of a rocking chair, a console, a coffee table, a range of low side 

tables and a series of vases. The Cosentino Capsule Collection will be officially launched this month 
at a public event at Cosentino City Dubai, d3, before making its way to the Expo 2020 Spanish Pavilion 

and Downtown Design 2021.
www.cosentino.com

A WARM SUMMER RAIN: 
THE NEW HEAD SHOWER GROHE TEMPESTA 250

GROHE’s new Tempesta 250 head shower now ensures a warm 
summer rain in your own shower. Relax under its full-face Rain 
spray and generous diameter of 250 mm, confident that your 
luxurious shower is also eco-friendly, thanks to the water-saving 
EcoJoy function. The technology limits the flow of water to a sus-
tainable 9.5 litres per minute without compromising performance. 
In addition, the head shower GROHE Tempesta 250, which is 
manufactured at Grohe's shower competence center in Lahr, Ger-
many, impresses with its slim design and elegant chrome finish. 
This stunning design has already been awarded the renowned iF 
Design Award 2020 and the internationally renowned ICONIC 
AWARD 2020: Innovative Architecture. 

GROHE Tempesta 250 is available in a round or a square design as 
a single head shower, in a set with shower arm, or as a complete 
shower system.
www.grohe.com 

OBJECTS

THE 200-YEAR JOURNEY

Louis Vuitton is a name now associated with the ultimate luxury, but few know 
the story of the man who founded the com- pany. When he was but a young lad just 
a few months short of his 14th birthday, Louis Vuitton left his family home in the French 
Jura area to make his way to the city of Paris to pur- sue his dreams. The journey was 292 miles long, 
and it would take him two years to reach the city, travelling by foot from one town to the next. This year marks the 
bicentenary of this courageous man, and Louis Vuitton the brand is celebrating by releasing a special high jewellery 
collection fittingly titled Bravery, inspired by the dedication and vision of its founder. This collection is presented in 
eight separate themes, each representative of a certain aspect of Vuitton’s character. From elaborate necklaces, 
bracelets, earrings and ornate rings, the collection also features LV’s very own patented Monogram Star and Flower- 
cut diamonds.
eu.louisvuitton.com

CURRENTS

TODAY TOMORROW THINGS 
BY ALANA SCOTT 

ACACIA SUPASLEEK – BEST OF DESIGN AND TECHNOLOGY

The latest Acacia SupaSleek collection by American 
Standard reinterprets ‘sleek’ in both technology and 
design for a modern bathroom of the future. An extend-
ed series from the Acacia Evolution collection, Acacia 
SupaSleek is packed with our innovative HygieneClean 
technologies, while paring down proportions, shapes 
and forms to only the essentials, creating sleeker lines 
for a timeless, modern bathroom.

While its sleeker design is all-deserving of a shout 
out, hygiene remains one of collection’s top priorities. 
Designed with HygieneClean technologies, it features 
the Award-winning Aqua Ceramic technology that 

prevents dirt and dark ring stains from sticking to its ceramic surface, and ComfortClean 
technology which effectively inhibits the growth of E. coli bacteria. The Power Rim tech-
nology in the rimless bowls ensures better hygiene and ease of cleaning, at the same time 
powering the Double Vortex Flushing System with unrivalled flushing capabilities. 

American Standard remains committed to sustainability with the powerful and efficient 
Double Vortex Flushing System in the Acacia SupaSleek toilets. The unique vortex flush 
ensures maximum flushing performance with minimum water usage, essentially saving 
22,776 litres of water in a year for a family of 4. Double Vortex Flushing System creates 
a powerful swirl to evacuate both heavy and light waste, thanks to its dynamic vacuum 
flushing mechanism with side water jets.

For more information, kindly visit www.americanstandard.com.my
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TOM FORD SOLEIL BRÛLANT
1 0 m l  R M 2 9 0 , 

5 0 m l  R M  1 4 8 0  a n d  2 5 0 m l  R M  3 7 7 0 

Malaysia is the land of uninhibited summer, 
and here is the ideal unisex fragrance for 
our sizzling heat. Soleil Brûlant by Tom Ford 
is a creamy and sexy scent built on con-
trasts. The top notes of fresh bergamot and 
mandarin orange intermigle with spicier pin 
pepper, before giving way to a floral yet 
regal mix of jasmine sambac, tuberose and  
orange flower absolutes. As sun-kissed rays 
brushed your skin, hints of resins, woods, 
and black honey nectar release a seductive 
vapor futher invigorated by notes of Arabi-
ca coffee, tonka bean, then the extravagant 
smokiness of incense, vetiver, and leather. 
It’s a luxurious scent, as symbolised by its 
golden flacon. Award-winning South Korean 
actor Hyun Bin has been handpicked as the 
fragrance attaché for this scent, the first for 

a Tom Ford fragrance.

BURBERRY HERO EDT
5 0 m l  R M 3 1 5 ,

1 0 0 m l  R M  4 3 5  1 5 0 m l  R M 5 3 5 . 

Chief creative officer of Burbery, Riccardo Tisci presents his very first fragrance 
for the British fashion house, titled Burberry Hero. The 
scent represents duality—between strong and subtle, 
powerful and compassionate, athletic and creative—
by way of sparkling bergamot energised with juniper 
and black pepper. At its heart holds the warmth of 
cedarwood from three distinct origins – Virginia, the 
Atlas Mountains and the Himalayas. The bottle is an 
abstract reinterpretation of a horse’s hoof, the beast 
featured prominently in its series of ads alongside the 
face of the campaign, respected actor Adam Driver. 
Burberry Hero also offers a complete grooming range 
inclusive of a deodorant (RM129), aftershave balm 

(RM158), as well as hair & body wash (RM157).

MARVIS WHITENING MINT
2 5 m l  R M 2 5 ,  8 5 m l  R M 5 2

 
Easily one of the most beautiful toothpaste packagings in existence, there’s an old 
-world charm to Marvis toothpaste. Its range of flavours alone reads like an indulgent 
list of vintage treats: Amarelli Licorice, Cinnamon Mint, Ginger Mint, Jasmine Mint… 
but they don’t just look and sound good. The Whitening Mint for example leaves a 
long-lasting cold mint sensation, strengthened by a whitening effect to ensure a 
confident smile while also providing all-day teeth protection. Makes toothbrushing 

feels like less of a chore and more of a treat.

MIRACETI, KARST AND ERÉMIA EDP BY AESOP
5 0 m l  R M 7 1 5  e a c h

 
Better known for its excellent range of skincare, those who are not familiar with the range of fragrances from Aesop 
are missing out. This year sees the release of Aesop's Othertopias, an unorthodox trio of Eau de Parfum inspired by 
the boat, the shore and the wasteland, symbolic of our connection with nature. These fragrances are studies in juxta-
positions, both real and imagined. Miraceti (‘the boat’) is an homage to the serenity and savagery of the sea, spicy and 
warm. Karst (‘the shore’) is defined by subtle mineral notes symbolic of a brewing storm and aromatics that represent 
the air. Then we have Erémia (‘the wasteland’) with its green florals and citrus tones speak of a vibrant place where 

humankind connects with the world around him. All Aesop products are vegan and cruelty-free.

CURRENTS INTERFACE

IN YOUR FACE
BY ALANA SCOTT 
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JACK BLACK BEARD LUBE 
CONDITIONING SHAVE

1 7 7  m l  R M 8 3 ,  4 7 3  m l  R M 2 4 9

Much like taking care of the health of 
your hair, there is an art—and science—to 
beard maintenance. This multi-purpose 
translucent formula works as a pre-shave 
oil, shave cream, and an after-shave con-
ditioner that aims to soften facial hair to 
ensure a smoother, pain-free shave. The 
formula is super light so you won’t have to 
worry about it clogging your blade. Not only 
does it make rinsing easier, it allows you to 
navigate your way around chin, sideburns 
and moustache area in a smooth glide. Its 
formula also softens and hydrates the skin 
without breaching its protective barrier, 
thus locking in moisture. The presence of 
menthol, peppermint and eucalyptus gives 
a tingling sensation to the skin too. 

GROWN ALCHEMIST NATURAL 
HYDRATING SUNSCREEN SPF 30

5 0 m l  R M 1 7 5

Just because we are spending greater 
time indoors due to lockdown, that 
doesn’t mean we should neglect sun 
protection on our skin. UV rays can 
still pass through windows, whether 
at home or in the car. The Natural 
Hydrating Sunscreen SPF 30 by 
Grown Alchemist is not only light-
weight, it’s also 100 percent vegan. 
Apart from sun protection, it’s also powered by Rosehip Oil 
and Parsley Seed Extract that works to firm the skin and 
reduce visible signs of ageing. Just as important, especially 
when working in a dry air-conditioned room, its Tri-Hy-
aluronan Complex penetrates the skin to give maximum 
hydration to keep the skin feeling moisturised.  

KIEHL’S SUPER MULTI-CORRECTIVE CREAM
5 0 m l  R M 2 7 2

True, more men are opening up to rigorous grooming 
routines but a great majority still prefer something sim-
ple and non-fussy. Like multi-tasking products that ad-
dress everything. Kiehl’s Super Multi-Corrective Cream 
is such a product, long celebrated for its 7-in-1 approach 
to anti-ageing thanks to a multi-functional formula re-
sulting from highly efficacious ingredients. Count them: 
this multi-tasker lifts, firms then reduce the appearance 
of wrinkles, boosts radiance, improves elasticity, then 
refines texture of the skin, and lastly evens out the skin 
tone. The result is healthy, younger-looking skin.

ZENYUM SONIC ELECTRIC TOOTHBRUSH
R M 1 6 4 . 9 0

 
More than just a standard electric toothbrush, Zenyum Sonic vibrates 33,000 

times a minute to effectively produce microbubbles and 
pressure waves that deep clean teeth, not unlike den-
tist-quality cleaning mechanisms. The Zenyum Sonic also 
offers three cleaning modes to choose from: Clean, for ev-
eryday use to diminish tartar and plaque build-up; Gentle, 
for sensitive teeth; and White, for the times when polishing 
is needed remove stubborn stains. Naturally, comfort is key, 
which is achieved by its ergonomic design and soft yet dura-
ble multi-faceted brush head. This gadget also comes with a 
timer, that beeps every 30 seconds to signal you to move to 
a different area to brush. 

OLE HENRIKSEN COLD PLUNGE PORE REMEDY MOISTURIZER
5 0 m l  R M 2 0 1

Inspired by the “cold plunge” commonly practised in the detoxi-
fying Scandinavian sauna cycle, the Cold Plunge Pore Remedy 
Moisturizer from Ole Henrikson is formulated to reduce oils and sub-
sequently unclog then refine the appearance of pores. Great for 
oily to combination skin, this oil-free moisturiser creates a cooling 
feel to the skin, courtesy of its snow slush texture, for a much- 
needed refreshing burst of hydration. Vegan and cruelty-free, Cold 
Plunge is formulated with Alpine willowherb—an antioxidant-rich 
botanical adapted to thrive in extreme cold—for skin conditioning, 
and Ole’s very own proprietary Green Fusion Complex—a unique 
blend of algae, eucalyptus, green tea and Irish moss extracts—
for refining those pores. 

L’OCCITANE’S ALMOND SHOWER OIL
2 5 0 m l  R M 1 1 0 ,  5 0 0 m l  R M 1 7 5

 
If you’re new to shower oils, be in for a great 
surprise. For one thing, a shower oil truly gives 
you an experience akin to being at a spa, your 
skin lathered in decadent oil. And, unlike shower 
gels or ordinary body wash that can strip the 
skin of natural oils, shower oils replenish mois-
ture. L’Occitane’s Almond Shower Oil creates 
a thick, luxurious foam that is kind even to the 
most sensitive skin. It softly cleans the skin 
while keeping it hydrated and nourished, with 
a calming scent of sweet almond to add to a 

satisfying shower experience. 
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GLOBAL DESIGN BRIEFINGS
BY ALANA SCOTT 
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PAVILION OF JAPAN
CO-OWNERSHIP OF ACTION: 
TRAJECTORIES OF ELEMENTS
(Photo by: Francesco Galli, 
Courtesy of: La Biennale di Venezia)

PAVILION OF THE NETHERLANDS
WHO IS WE?
(Photo by: Francesco Galli, 
Courtesy of: La Biennale di Venezia)

SOM's winning proposal for the Olympic Village at Milan's Porta Romana

Credit for all images: 
National Building Museum/Elman Studio

ICELAND VOLCANO LOOKOUT POINT ARCHITECTURE COMPETITION

Iceland’s unique landscape is made up of views you won’t see anywhere else in 
the world. A contrasting combination of glaciers and volcanoes, waterfalls and 
fields of lava, Iceland draws tourists from all over the world to hike through its 
natural surroundings.

For the Iceland Volcano Lookout Point architecture competition, participants 
are tasked with designing an observation point on the edge of the Hverfjall volca-
nic crater. The platform will be located on the near-symmetrical crater that was 
formed by a volcanic explosion, overlooking Lake Mývatn and the Dimmuborgir  
Lava fields.

Participants will need to design both the observation platform and the hiking 
trail visitors will use to access it, ensuring a memorable experience from the moment 
visitors arrive.

The Iceland Volcano Lookout Point architecture competition is open until  
November 16. Winners of the €6,000 prize fund will be announced on March 2, 2022. 
Visit architecturecompetitions.com/IcelandVolcanoLookoutPoint for more information. 

BIENNALE ARCHITETTURA 2021

Open to the public from Saturday 22 May through Sunday 
21 November 2021 at the Giardini, the Arsenale and Forte 
Marghera the 17th International Architecture Exhibition 
entitled How will we live together? is curated by Hashim 
Sarkis and organised by La Biennale di Venezia.

61 national participations will bring to life the his-
toric Pavilions in the Giardini, at the Arsenale and in the 
historic city centre of Venice, with 3 countries taking part 
in the Biennale Architettura for the first time: Grenada, Iraq 
and Uzbekistan. 

 OFFICE 2021 DESIGN CHALLENGE

The way the world works has changed dramatically in recent years, none more so 
than in 2020. The pandemic catapulted our concept of how a workplace should 
operate forward, and the days of cubicles and clocking in seem well and truly 
behind us.

The Office 2021 Design and Essay challenges are the first in an annual se-
ries of competitions that will task architecture and design enthusiasts with re-en-
visioning what the new normal is for office-based working. What features and 
resources are still needed in order to keep workers productive and happy, and 
what design elements will soon become standard in the workplace of tomorrow?

The Office 2021 Design Challenge is open until November 5, with winners 
of the €6,000 prize to be announced on February 18, 2022. Visit architecturecom-
petitions.com/office2021 for more information.

OLYMPIC VILLAGE BY SOM

Skidmore Owings & Merrill was selected to design the Porta Romana 
Olympic Village for the 2026 Milan-Cortina Winter Olympics. The entire 
Olympic Village is designed according to the principles of a smart and 
sustainable city, creating a complex that is at once connected and 
self-sufficient. The village’s mechanical systems will tie in to the precinct’s 
loops, yet passive cooling strategies, solar panels, and rooftop gardens 
— among other features — will ensure that the complex avoids energy 
waste and generates much of what it consumes on-site. In addition, the 
new buildings maximise the use of sustainable materials, from the mass 
timber structure of the residential buildings to low-embodied carbon 
façade materials.

The sustainable, intergenerational and green community in the heart 
of Milan’s dynamic Porta Romana district will become an integral part of 
Milan’s urban fabric; the village encompasses a set of public green spa- 
ces, the transformation of two historic structures, and six new residential 
buildings that will serve Olympic athletes in the short term, and sub-
sequently transition into much-needed housing for students and families. 

JUSTICE IS BEAUTY: 
THE WORK OF MASS DESIGN GROUP

Justice is Beauty: The Work of MASS Design 
Group opens on April 9, 2021, in conjunction 
with the Museum’s reopening after an extend-
ed closure. The exhibition showcases MASS 
Design Group, a socially conscious non-profit 
architecture firm that has paved the way in de-
signing health structures to manage disease 
outbreaks such as tuberculosis, cholera, and 
Ebola. Other innovative projects by the firm 
include schools, food-conservation labs, me-
morials to commemorate civil injustices, and 
designs for urban spaces. Justice is Beauty will 
be on display through September 2022.

“MASS Design Group is transforming 
the architecture field through its pathbreaking 
projects around the world,” said Brent Glass, 
Interim Executive Director of the Museum. 
“This exhibition of their work, along with their 
Gun Violence Memorial Project, directly re-
flects the Museum’s vision to educate and 
engage audiences about the built environ-
ment, and to challenge them to advocate for 
an equitable and sustainable future.”

CURRENTS
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LANGIT KUCHING 
COMPETITION 2021

BY AR. CHAI SI YONG
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1ST PRIZE:
Ar. Jascinta Yii (Yii K.E. Architect) 
in collaboration with AK+ 

2ND PRIZE:
Ar. Justin Lee
(Just Architecture Sdn. Bhd.) 

3RD PRIZE:
Ar. Hung Sing Ing (MOA Architects Sdn. Bhd.) 
in collaboration with Attic Studio 

HONORARY MENTION:
Ar. Moh Ung Tai (U T Moh Architect) 
in collaboration with studiogoto & Ar. Teo Chong Yean 
Ar. Wong Leong Hong (Arkitek LH Wong) 

The competition was initiated by Hock Seng Lee Berhad and their off-
shoot Next Phase Sdn. Bhd. PAM Sarawak Chapter was the organiser. 
The competition called for an idea proposal for a commercial high-rise 
on a 0.78- acre vacant land located in the middle of Kuching City. 

It was officially launched on 8 Feb 2021 via the PAMSC website 
and Facebook page. 112 registrations were received after 5 weeks of 
the registration period. Out of these registered participants, 85 suc-
cessfully submitted their competition entry.

Five judges were appointed as jury panel chaired by Ar. Ivy Jong, 
with Datuk Ar. Ezumi Harzani Ismail, Ar. Mike Boon Chee Khian,  
Ar. Lillian Tay Wai Fun and Mr. Yu Ji. Judging was based on the ex-
cellence of design, economic and financial viability, and innovative and 
sustainable solutions. 

After the first round of judging, 11 entries were shortlisted for 
further marking before finalising the winners’ list. All top 11 shortlisted 
entries together with other selected entries were exhibited for public 
viewing at La Promenade Mall in Kuching since May 2021. 

This is the first time an architecture idea competition was held 
in Sarawak. With the initiative from private corporations and support 
from the Sarawak government for the event, PAMSC hopes for more 
competitions in the near future, especially for public facilities and 
buildings where community engagement is playing an important role in 
the success of the project. 

Visit LangitKch.com for a virtual exhibition of all winning and 
selected entries. Find out more about the event on Hock Seng Lee or 
PAM Sarawak Chapter Facebook Page. 

On 7th August, the result for PAMSC-HSL-NP Architecture Ideas Competition 2021, also known as ‘Langit Kuching Competition’ was 
officially announced by The Right Honourable Chief Minister of Sarawak, YAB Datuk Patinggi (Dr) Abang Haji Abdul Rahman Johari bin Tun 
Datuk Abang Haji Openg.

1ST PRIZE: Impactful, accessible modular form applied with added structural frame 
that gave it cohesiveness, makes this scheme engaging and refreshing. Providing high 
density, yet flexible and adaptable multi-generational living and working units, is a 
salient feature very relevant to future-proofing in the new norm post Covid-19 pandemic. 

2ND PRIZE: A bold climate action scheme. Beautifully crafted spaces with 
innovative sustainability ideas to address the current food security issues in 
Sarawak. A brilliant idea on urban farm island that engages and educates the 
public with museum-like spaces showcasing its unique products and processes. 

3RD PRIZE: A stunning neighbourhood landmark is created by 
sacrificing the typical commercial space at lower floors to become 
an accessible community space.

HONORARY MENTION: Addressing inter-
generational living with future proofing to 
adapt to the new norm post pandemic in a 
simple and clear manner, with the introduction 
of the inter-linking entrance courtyards within 
the units. 

HONORARY MENTION: Efficient, elegant 
design with a composition of embracing forms 
and refined façade treatment inspired by the 
ikat and pua kumbu weavings.

21
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A LITTLE HOUSE
Fondation Le Corbusier,
Birkhäuser

Villa le Lac is an iconic small 
house built by Le Corbusier for 
his parents during the 1920s, 
which remains to this day as 
a reference of a prototype 
that fulfills the functions of a 
residence in a small footprint. 
The quality of illustrations in 
this pocket-sized edition and 
short text captions give a 
sense of a guided house tour. 
This book reflects the intention 
behind the house and how it 
survived over the years. And to 
quote Le Corbusier, it is “a true 
machine for living”. 

CLEAN LIVING UNDER 
DIFFICULT CIRCUMSTANCES: 
FINDING A HOME IN THE 
RUINS OF MODERNISM
Owen Hatherley,
Verso

This book brings forward the 
idea for the city to be observed 
as a socialist project - from 
historical building projects to 
small architectural elements 
like street signages and 
corner cafés; and from the 
rebuilding of capital cities up 
to the micro level of humble 
public toilets. This book 
comprises a collection of 
essays from figures in the field 
of architecture, urban space, 
theorists and also film-maker. 
These essays span the timeline 
before the 2008 financial crisis 
up till the year of the pandemic. 
It outlines a city as both a venue 
of political discussion and a 
space of everyday experiences 
which shapes people. 

THE PRACTICE: 
SHIPPING CREATIVE WORK
Seth Godin,
Portfolio

Godin insists that a writer's 
block is a myth and consistency 
is the best way forward 
towards creative goals. 
Recommended for those who 
are looking for inspiration in the 
creative process, whether you 
are a company founder or just 
trying to create something. It’s 
a collection of mini-chapters 
with creative sparks that 
one could read up as daily 
encouragements to unlock the 
most creative side of yourself, 
to make and share creative 
works that matter, even when 
one is feeling uninspired. 

OUR ARCHITECTURE
Tajuddin Rasdi,
Gerakbudaya

Frank and unapologetic, Dr 
Tajuddin Rasdi aims straight 
to the heart of architectural 
discourse through ten essays 
which were originally written 
about a decade ago. Some 
of the essays revisit familiar 
topics, but as a whole they 
offer fresh perspectives, 
arguments and suggestions. 
The book encompasses 
various musings, ranging 
from the state of local 
architecture education, the 
continuing relevance of Malay 
ornamentation, to the impact 
of politics, pragmatism and 
professionalism to national 
architecture. Entreating 
educators, architects and the 
general public to perceive and 
treat Malaysian architecture 
as Our Architecture, the author 
has ended up with a sharply 
relevant and timely anthology. 

ARCHITECTURE: 
FROM PREHISTORY TO 
CLIMATE EMERGENCY
Barnabas Calder,
Pelican

If context is everything, then 
this book has it in spades. 
This historical survey of 
architecture spanning over 
15,000 years forms a solid 
foundation to understanding 
the impact of energy to 
the development of global 
architecture. From the 
traditional architecture fueled 
by fire and farming, to the 
remarkable impact of coal 
and fossil fuels to architecture 
as we know it, Dr Calder’s 
viewpoint is engaging 
but also cautionary. In the 
current climate where 39% of 
greenhouse gas emissions are 
directly related to constructing 
and running buildings, we have 
approached a point where 
architects must consciously 
make better decisions on how 
energy is expended. Smart 
buildings, smart designers and 
even smarter users should all 
come together under a new 
adage, ‘form follows fuel.’ 

ATMOSPHERE ANATOMIES: 
ON DESIGN, WEATHER, 
AND SENSATION
Silvia Benedito,
Lars Müller

In the current situation where 
being hermetically sealed 
seems to be an inevitable 
response, Benedito prompts 
us to contemplate on the 
role of the built environment 
in responding to - and 
being responsible for - the 
atmosphere. Locating the 
discussion at the intersection 
of architecture, landscape 
architecture and urban design, 
within its pages are detailed 
narratives and interpretations 
on the human body and its 
sensory response to the 
environment. Accompanied 
by the verdant images of 
photographer Iwan Baan and 
detailed illustrations, ten case 
studies are presented to show 
how various design techniques 
have already been in place 
to seamlessly integrate the 
microclimate with the built 
environment. If anything, this 
book makes a strong case for 
a memorable and significant 
spatial experience through 
an understanding of wind, 
temperature, humidity, sound 
and light as part of the design 
process and literal building 
blocks of any project.

AN UGLY TRUTH: 
INSIDE FACEBOOK’S BATTLE 
FOR DOMINATION
Sheera Frenkel & Cecilia Kang,
Harper

This book showcases a 
behind-the-scene exposé of 
Facebook – once one of Silicon 
Valley’s greatest success 
stories. If you are a Facebook 
junkie, you would have noticed 
how it became a powerful tool 
of manipulating perception 
and masking the truth of social 
and political driven agendas, 
up to a point where you might 
have questioned the credibility 
of the post or news appearing 
on your newsfeed. An Ugly 
Truth also confirms your worst 
suspicion on manipulative data 
analytics for profits, involve-
ment in the recent spread of 
disinformation and divisive 
rhetoric, including the why’s 
and how’s Facebook is so 
addictive and indispensable to 
many of us.

There have been many books 
about issues surrounding 
Facebook, such as the 
handling of disinformation and 
violation of privacy of its users. 
However, Frenkel and Kang’s 
edition validates the theories 
behind social media’s impact 
on society and democracy; as 
seen during the recent poli- 
tical turmoil in Malaysia. The 
well-written book is relatable 
to many of us in the area of 
examining shortcomings in 
leadership, structure and ac-
countability. It is a compelling 
and fascinating read.

COMPOSITE ARCHITECTURE: 
BUILDING AND DESIGN WITH 
CARBON FIBER AND FRPS
Quang Truong,
Birkhäuser

Advanced composite materials 
have been widely used in other 
industries but on the contrary, 
it is not a commonly used 
material yet in the building 
industry. Therefore, this book 
by Professor Quang Truong 
aims to educate industry 
worldwide about the potential 
of composites in terms of 
performance and design 
flexibility. The book begins 
with a thorough discourse 
on composite materials in 
six chapters – describing the 
technology behind composite 
materials – strength, weakness, 
opportunities and threats in 
building and construction.

The sky is the limit when it 
comes to designing with 
composite materials, as the 
line-up of case studies allow 
readers to get a better grasp 
on its application. One case 
study in particular is Kolon One 
& Only Tower, by Morphosis 
Team. The visually-striking 
interwoven outer skin is made 
from reinforced polymer 
(FRP), manufactured using 
the proprietor’s own high-
tech fabric to increase tensile 
strength.  

CURRENTS
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A closer look at Desaru and Tanjung Balau
by PAM Southern Chapter / ArTV

FEATURE

DISCONNECT 
TO RECONNECT: 

BANDAR 
PENAWAR AND 
ITS LOCALITIES 
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TANJUNG BALAU 

Desaru has a variety of unique natural landscape and geography 
making it a versatile alternative lifestyle attraction with great po-
tential to be polished into many gleaming gems.  In Tanjung Balau 
alone, one can find a multitude of avenues to reconnect with nature 
in the form of the beautiful stretches of beachfronts to untouched, 
virgin wetlands. 

A nostalgic walk through Kampung Nelayan Tanjung Balau  
affords a first-hand experience of the preserved traditions of the 
fishermen community. Many of the wooden houses lining the main 
access road leading to the seafront still maintain the traditional  
Malay house characteristics bearing the Limas roof system and tim-
ber latticework stretching with the Johorean architectural identity.

For a more educational experience, especially for parents 
who are keen to culturally nurture their children, the Tanjung Balau 
Fishermen Museum is a good way to spend hot afternoons in-
doors, browsing through preserved artefacts of traditional fishing 
equipment and documented materials of the region’s fishery ac-
tivities and evolution.

Overnight accommodations are in abundance, like the pleasant 
Bayu Balau Beach Resort that offers an otherworldly experience 
 on top of the numerous outdoor facilities and activities provided. 

THE KEJORA FERTIGATION PARK

The KEJORA Fertigation Park (Taman Fertigasi KEJORA) located in 
Sungai Chemaran II Mixed Planting Area, Bandar Penawar could 
become the ideal destination to invoke kampong memories. 

The architectural highlight in this park is the Teratak Penawar, 
an integrated facility offering services from accommodation, 
information as well as event space needs. The predominantly 
timber construction building and façade has intricate details and 
aesthetic treatments that allude to Malay Sultanate palaces of old. 
Dark-stained woodwork with beautifully carved fascia bearing 
awan larat motifs showcase traditional carpentry skills passed 
down from the heydays of Malay architectural artistry.

THE SEDILI KECHIL WETLANDS

The Sedili Kechil Wetland in Kampung Belukar Durian is known 
for freshwater shrimp fishing along the languid bends of the Sedili 
Kechil river. Shrouded with riverside vegetation and freshwater 
swamp forests, the place remains an untouched river catchment 
area housing some rare flora and fauna such as the ‘Water Trumpets’. 
Some of the activities offered here include mangrove replanting, 
river safari, exploring sandy beaches and collecting interesting 
seashells. Leisurely fishing activities can be done directly from 
some of chalet verandas as well as from the boat jetty. 

PANTAI TANJUNG BULOH

The Pantai Tanjong Buloh is a newly developed recreational park 
that holds beachfront facilities very much suitable for families or 
other recreational group activities. This area while newly-deve- 
loped, certainly has the potential to grow into a more complete 
beachfront attraction in the not-too-distant future. 

CONCLUSION

The local destinations mentioned in this article are but merely a 
few examples of off-the-road, nature-oriented holiday destinations 
offering this sedentary retreat concept and forms of recreation 
as an alternative to the ones offered in fully commercialised and 
well-promoted tourist zones in Bandar Penawar. It is in hope that 
many more premises in the area, on the other side of the southern 
tourism industry’s proverbial coin will find their ways forward and 
into the hearts of aspiring vacationers looking to disassociate and 
disconnect from the crowded norms of urban-centric recreational 
activities in hopes of returning to their formative roots which can 
only be found by going back to nature.

Within the architecture industry and in Malaysia as a whole, so 
much has happened since the year 2020 with the touchdown of 
the Covid-19 pandemic on our shores that has struck, touched 
and transformed us all tremendously. Overnight, lifestyle changes 
were forced upon us causing various disconnections from norms. 
Ingrained social practices like shaking hands and other forms of 
physical contact, working in groups within close quarters or attend-
ing concerts or fairs are no longer considered safe practices for 
fear of virus contamination and contraction. The disruptive effect 
from the pandemic has also proven to have caused a significant 
rise in mental health afflictions for those severely affected by the 
extended lockdowns. 

BANDAR PENAWAR AND ITS LOCALITIES: 
2 UNIQUE SIDES OF THE SAME COIN

Bandar Penawar is a new township located near the southern tip 
of Johor, within the municipality of Pengerang. Bandar Penawar 
was named after the name of a cape called Tanjung Penawar,  
located approximately 2 kilometres away from the Township. Ori- 
ginally the entire area had been designated as agriculture land, 
namely for oil palm cultivation. Around the time KEJORA had 
taken over the management of the land, a significant part of the 
area was still forest land. However there was also a smattering of 
FELDA settlements nearby that had existed since the end of the 
1960s, as well as a number of traditional villages and small towns 
along the coast and Sungai Johor.

Over time, Bandar Penawar and its localities gained its po- 
pularity especially recently due to the development of RAPID 
Pengerang and the development of various recreational and holi- 
daying attractions. Located on the far south-eastern side of the 
peninsula it lies fairly near to Singapore and a mere 1½-hour drive 
from Johor Bahru.

DESARU

Desaru is famous for its clean, white sand beaches stretching 
for about 25 kilometres. You can walk nearly 50 meters into the 
sea and still the depth is approximately 4 feet deep. On Desaru’s 
gleaming, touristy surface, visitors will easily find the token com-
mercialised beach resorts with water theme parks, golf courses, 
hotels and villas facing the South China Sea. 

The other side of the Coin: Reconnecting to nature and our 
humble beginnings.

One of the things which has drastically changed since the 
advent of Covid-19 is the tourism industry. It would be quite some 
time before typically crowded attractions like mega-theme parks 
and duty-free shopping outlets will regain their upwards momen-
tum in attracting vacationers and visitors. This is why this is an 
opportune moment for the more laidback, countryside attraction 
facilities to become the new sought-after destination for holi-
day-goers, especially those looking to escape crowded and busy 
spaces and enjoy the leisurely, sedentary pace that can only be 
found in the plethora of countryside retreats Desaru has to offer. 

FEATURE CITIES

The pandemic has prompted questions whether life in the city is now truly 
something worth aspiring to. The population concentration in the urban areas 
was the exact fuel the virus needed to spread its destructive wildfires. 
Urban decentralisation could be the answer we are looking for.

The Pantai Tanjong Buloh is a newly developed recreational park that holds beachfront 
facilities very much suitable for families or other recreational group activities

The predominantly timber building has intricate details and aesthetic treatments that 
allude to Malay Sultanate palaces of old

Scan the QR code to watch
the video of the feature

On Desaru’s gleaming, touristy surface, visitors will easily find the token 
commercialised beach resorts with water theme parks, golf courses, hotels and villas 
facing the South China Sea

The disruptive effect from the pandemic has also proven to have caused a significant 
rise in mental health afflictions for those severely affected by the extended lockdowns

Life as we knew it can no longer be the same. The pandemic was our definite moment 
of change, a corner turned along history’s unpredictable road. There is no going back to 
Normal. At least not the normalcy we were once used to, that we hope to return. We are 
all headed for a new kind of Normal; a time where being Abnormal is the way to survive 
and thrive
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Dato’ Ar. Lai Lok Kun

Dato’ Ar. Lai Lok Kun had an illustrious career in the Malaysian 
architectural scene, but the man with more than 68 years of pro-
fessional experience remains humble and reticent of his works, 
a product of his upbringing. He prefers to stay in silence and is 
reluctant to boast about his work. He was brought back into the 
limelight again through a talk organised by PAM in 2019 at Publika, 
Kuala Lumpur. Little did he know that two years later, these public 
recognitions along with several other interviews would go on to 
land him a PAM Gold Medal Award.

Growing up in a family which highly valued art, calligraphy, 
poetry and music, it was natural for him to decide during his early 
teenage years that he wanted to be an architect. He started his 
architectural education in Kuala Lumpur Technical College (KLTC, 
now Universiti Teknologi Malaysia) where he met Professor Julius 
Posener. Through Posener, he was introduced to the liberal arts 
side of architecture focusing on architectural history in compari-
son with the more technical-based education he received during 
the first three years of his studies at KLTC.

Entering the profession during the early years of our nation’s 
independence, Dato’ Ar. Lai played a critical role in developing 
Malaysia’s modern architecture. He worked in the Public Works 
Department (PWD) during his intern years as a student at KLTC, 
helping out on prominent projects such as the agricultural faculty 
building at University Malaya. Even after graduating, he opted 

to continue to work with the PWD with a mentor; where he spe-
cifically requested to be transferred to Kuala Terengganu. This 
mentor was Peter Morley, whose open-mindedness and genuine 
interactions with locals compared to other expatriate architects 
impressed Dato’ Ar. Lai.

After working for two years earning and saving enough 
money, he furthered his studies at the University of Auckland, 
New Zealand where the curriculum was much freer in terms of 
architectural expression. Dato’ Ar. Lai was recommended by Ray 
Honey to continue to work and stay in New Zealand for an ex-
tended two years before returning to Malaysia.

Upon returning to Malaysia, Dato’ Ar. Lai worked with James 
Ferrie & Partners for two years and then went on to open his own 
practice in 1966. In addition to his own practice, he also collab-
orated with two other architects, establishing joint offices with 
Paul Leung and Karim Othman between 1966 to 2002. Dato’ Ar. 
Lai’s strong technical knowledge allowed him to create beautiful 
projects fast and efficiently, often requiring little to no amend-
ments from the structural engineers’ perspective.

When Dato’ Ar. Lai started his practice, he designed many 
residential projects and office towers in the following years such 
as The Mondrian House (1966), Supreme Tower (now Wisma 
Nusantara) (1972), Senai Air Terminal Building (1974) and others. 
His highly experimental and innovative project - Hexagon House 

(1975) made headline news in the Malay Mail newspaper and won 
the PAM House Award. Three hexagons of timber frameworks 
clad in metal sheets, affixed onto two concrete cores, suspend-
ed by cables on a hill slope showcases Dato’ Ar. Lai’s profound 
knowledge of soil conditions and structural details.

His largest contribution by far would be pioneering the con-
cept of shared housing units (now known as strata developments) 
with the construction of Medan Ria Condominium housing, piquing 
the interest of the Mayor of KL and planning officers to develop 
guidelines for such developments. He would then help develop 
this strategy and introduced the idea of low-cost housing to help 
address the urban housing issue before finally retiring.

Dato’ Ar. Lai’s contribution does not only encompass the built 
form, but extends further into education. As a person who had 
much empathy for the plight of the architecture scene in Malay-
sia, he helped set up the PAM Architectural Technicians school 
in the early 1970s to address the shortage of trained personnel. 
Evening classes were run at PAM’s premises with around 40-50 
students each session. Young architects were also hired to teach 
at these classes.

Supreme Tower at Kuala Lumpur, 1972

Mondriaan House at Bukit Gasing, Petaling Jaya, 1966
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Dato’ Ar. Lai Lok Kun represents one of 
the rarest of PAM members today, a 
member at its inception and amongst 
the first generation of pioneering 
architects in Malaysia. 



Ar. Tan Bee Eu
Principal Architect of BETA, BEU TAN ARCHITECT
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Assoc. Prof. (IND.) Ar. Sarly Adre Sarkum
Chief Architecturalist of [SA]²

AGE: 46  |  MEMBERSHIP NO.: M2116

WORKING FROM HOME 
DURING THE 

CURRENT PANDEMIC

SETTING THE MOOD FOR WORKING 
I wake up at 7am and make my coffee. I then get out to my garden to feed 
my 2 dogs, a golden retriever and a pug. On dry days, I water my garden, 
after which I jump right into working from home.

WFH WORK DESK ESSENTIALS
My WFH desk is my dining, living and kitchen all in one! The essentials 
are my mobile phone, Bluetooth connected music, snacks and lots of 
green tea! Of course, not forgetting my laptop. To make my space fresh,  
I do use an aromatherapy diffuser and have plants on my desk.

WFH CHALLENGES
My challenges include not eating my breakfasts and lunches as I am too 
absorbed with work, the delivery guy on the doorbell interrupting my 
Zoom meeting, my 12-year-old boy interrupting me when he is hungry, 
and my husband (partner sounds better) and I interfering with each oth-
er when we have virtual meetings for our work respectively.

SETTING THE MOOD FOR WORKING 
Discipline is a MUST. The first thing I do after my morning prayers 
is to clean the house - like Monica in Friends, quietly while 
husband and kids are still asleep. For me, a great day starts with 
a clean and healthy environment. My other mood boosters are a 
cup of coffee, vitamins and essential supplements. I’m now ready 
to kickstart my day!

WFH WORK DESK ESSENTIALS
I have an ergonomic office chair as the main support for sitting 
those long hours. Additional equipment like headphones with 
decent microphone for video conference calls, home-office 
scanner and printer are stationed on my desk too. To spruce up 
my workstation, I add on my new buddy; a wonderful tiny plant. 
This has been proven that plants help to improve the air quality, 
hence increasing my productivity and overall work performance. 
In addition, I also placed my water bottle nearby to keep me sane 
and hydrated all day.

WFH CHALLENGES
Adjusting to my ‘new co-workers’ - my kids and husband, and 
preparing the kids’ meals can be demanding at times. It is also an 
isolating experience and can lead to work burnout. At the end of 
the day, forcing myself to make time for myself is really important.

SETTING THE MOOD FOR WORKING 
Every morning, a short walk or bike ride is great while watching or 
listening to interesting contents on my phone. I usually have a glass of 
hot tea, varying from my regular English breakfast to more exotic teas 
like jasmine and matcha.

WFH WORK DESK ESSENTIALS
The essentials would be my trusty assortment of gadgets, as even 
before the MCO I had been gearing up for coordinating a multitude of 
matters from the desk. An extra screen for the laptop is important as 
it provides extra desktop real estate. A good set of headphones and a 
ring light is also important for multiple online meetings.

WFH CHALLENGES
Having my kids around is a double-edged sword, it is fun and lively 
with them but at times it becomes too lively, especially if there is an 
important meeting. Nonetheless, I would not have it any other way.  
I am glad for a chance to be close to them.

SETTING THE MOOD FOR WORKING 
I get up by 6am, check emails, and start my work-plan for the 
day or week. By sunrise, I’ll go outside for a 20-minute brisk ex-
ercise which is followed by breakfast with the kids. Once online 
classes start-off punctually by 7.30am, I get into “work-mode” 
by changing into comfy work clothes and start the day afresh. 
Working in pyjamas just doesn’t work for me!

WFH WORK DESK ESSENTIALS
The most precious gadget to me is my Bluetooth noise cancelling 
headphones which help me to focus amidst all distractions at 
home. My other must-haves are my laptop, PC, silent noiseless 
mouse, 10-inch tablet, handphone, printer, 24-inch monitor, head-
sets, LED desk lamp, my reading glasses, notebook, and stationery 
case. A good office chair is also important for those long hours at 
a desk. 

WFH CHALLENGES
On a regular basis, I have to juggle household chores and meals, 
helping with my kids’ homework, online meetings, lectures and 
managing my other work schedules. Screen fatigue is also a real 
challenge when you spend the entire day working, attending 
meetings or webinars facing your computer screen. I also miss 
the social connection with friends, co-workers and my students!

Assoc. Prof. Dr. Veronica Ng
Head of School, School of Architecture, Building and Design, Taylor’s University

AGE: 44  |  MEMBERSHIP NO.: G2806

Ekzan Ekbal
Senior Project Officer, Pertubuhan Akitek Malaysia

AGE: 36
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OUR TOUGHEST YET
Excellent abrassion, chemical and impact resistance. Suited for heavy traffic and aggresive use.

LOW MAINTENANCE
Seamless and easy to clean

ENDLESS CHOICES
Highly customizable for wide range of applications

RECOMMENDED ENVIRONMENTS:
• Storage, logistics and sales areas
• Production, processing and cleanroom areas (dry and wet)
• Ground-bearing decks, car parks
• Commercial, public and residential areas

Sikafloor® Multidur 
SHOWING GRACE UNDER
PRESSURE

SIKA KIMIA SDN BHD
No. 9, Jalan Timur,
46000 Petaling Jaya,
Selangor DE, Malaysia

Contact
Phone  +603 7957 0111
Fax  +603 7956 7291
www.sika.com.my

SETTING THE MOOD FOR WORKING 
I start my day with a big glass of water (I am not a coffee person). 
I make sure my work desk is clean and has ample space for my 
work tools. Good lighting and ventilation are also essential. 

WFH WORK DESK ESSENTIALS
My work essentials include my computer, drawing tablet (for 
checking soft copy drawings and making digital notes), sketch-
book and pens, and finally, earphones for meetings and MUSIC!

WFH CHALLENGES
Lack of interaction with other people, effectiveness of online 
meetings and discussions that are highly dependent on techno- 
logy competency level for different people to present information, 
and reduced commute time in exchange with hectic online meeting 
schedules are some of the challenges that I face during this 
pressing time.  

SETTING THE MOOD FOR STUDYING 
Personally, my morning can't be perfect without a cup of coffee 
that kickstarts my engine of productivity.  Waking up early is 
also my secret to a productive day. When drowsiness overcomes 
me, I take a short break to recharge myself by scrolling through 
social media and reading news feeds.

SFH WORK DESK ESSENTIALS
A sketch book and colour pencils are definitely my best tools to 
face the new norm in the learning environment. During tutorials, 
I take down important points and translate them into simpler 
sketches and keywords. I find that colourful sketches or notes can 
be a remedy for sore eyes caused by prolonged time facing the 
computer screen. Looking through ideas from colourful sketches 
sparks my creativity.

SFH CHALLENGES
It is hard to adapt when I have to switch from learning together 
with my fellow course mates in the studio to learning alone in 
my room beside a comfy bed. To maintain the same performance 
in the studio is indeed difficult. I have to deal with self-discipline, 
not to mention the lack of constructive discussions and inter-
actions we were privileged to experience before the pandemic.

Rachel Low
Project Architect, CHY Architects Sdn Bhd

AGE: 32  |  MEMBERSHIP NO.: G4319

Loke Hau Yee
Student, Faculty of Design and Architecture, University Putra Malaysia

AGE: 28
  MEMBERSHIP NO.: S9181
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WHERE WE ARE NOW

As the world slowly recovers while we move into a second year of living in lockdown, where is fashion heading towards?
Text by Alana Scott
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September is a big fashion month. The start of a new Autumn/
Winter season that traditionally echoes the prevalent mood of the 
next six months. It’s the month when we start to ask ourselves, 
where are we, and what are we feeling right now?

These are big questions to answer, for this is no ordinary 
year. Last year, we found ourselves adapting to a New Normal, sur-
rendering to comfort as we were forced to contemplate having to 
not only stay at but also work from home, confining daily routines 
to the safety of our four walls. So the year 2020 saw us gravitat-
ing towards loungewear, foregoing formal work attire to instead slip 
into hoodies and tracksuits when attending meetings via Zoom. 
After all, why would we want to dress up when we had nowhere 
to go, or people to impress?

Then this year arrived. From extended lockdowns to political 
disharmony, 2021 is proving to be an even greater challenge than 
the year before. On the brighter side, a bigger portion of the popula-
tion is getting vaccinated and keeping themselves masked, eager 
to quicken our road to recovery. Though Malaysia is still very 
much experiencing lockdown for a second year running while we 
pray for the Covid-19 cases to go down, the majority of the world 
is already recovering at a faster pace. Where quarantine restric-
tions have been relaxed, allowing for a little bit more movement—
even travel—on their sides of the world. With that, fashion moves 
on as well, ready to embrace the new sense of freedom and opti-
mism as people are ready to escape their isolation coccoons and 
abandon their all-day pajamas to return to fashion with a little bit 
more expression, and more specifically, celebration.

Which is what the The Autumn/Winter 2021-22 collections 
are all about. Showcased through closed shows or digital movies, 
following a year obssessed with neutrals and the absence of fili-
gree, this season’s collections reflect our longing for a little more 
colour, literally and figuratively, in our life. We need more joy, and 
that need finds its way into the silhouettes and colour palettes 
that define this season’s looks. 

Here are six of the key trends in fashion to look forward to 
this Autumn/Winter 2021-22.

A BOLD RETURN TO COLOUR

Though it’s a given that the colder months would usually 
bring with them darker tones and sombre hues, a handful of  
designers are choosing to go bold with colour this season, in 
a palette that we normally associate with Spring/Summer 
even. Following last year’s grey sweats and 
moody separates, here is an obvious 
attempt to inject some 
positivity into our out-
look. Coined ‘dopamine 
dressing’, this trend sees 
colours believed to induce 
endorphins walking the run-
ways this season—blue, green, 
red, orange, yellow and pink 
among them. A combo of bub-
blegum pink and marigold is pres-
ent at both Miu Miu and Raf Si-
mons, while Salvatore Ferragamo a n d 
Bottega Veneta can’t get enough of saturated 
green. Even the signature Tom Ford red velvet suit 
makes a return at Alessandro Mi- chele’s Gucci.

LOGGING IN TO LOGOS

Perhaps buoyed by the sense of nostalgia for better times that 
felt prevalent throughout quarantine, design houses have dugged 
into their heritage to revisit the charm and allure of logos and 
monograms from decades past. Though very popular—and over-
saturated in the mid-2000s—the application now appears more 
elegant and even artistic. Some designers introduce new takes 
on vintage logos—Olivier Rousteing refashions Balmain’s 1970s 
Labyrinth logo into a new linear motif, while Versace updates their 
signature Greek Key pattern into their new La Greca monogram. 
Gucci’s interlocking Gs are ever present, only now superimposed 
with the Balenciaga logo in key looks 
from their unexpected collaboration. 
Fendi, Givenchy and Chanel are not 
shying away from this branding game 
either.

FEELIN’ THE FAUX FUR

Another result of life in lockdown, when we began to question 
our fashion purchases and their impact on the world around 
us, we have become more aware of the relevance of sustainable 
practices. Fashion houses are waking up to this realisation too, 
the greatest proof of which occured when renowned furrier 
Fendi began using faux fur in their most recent Couture show-
case. As we dream to flaunt glamour once again, fashion houses 
the likes of Balenciaga, Burberry, Givenchy, Prada and, yes, 
Fendi, are giving us synthetic fur looks that are as cosy and 
luxurious as the real thing, sans guilt.

OUR TIME TO SHINE

Party mood is in the air, but we don’t necessarily want to go to 
a party—we are still in a pandemic after all. But we do want to 
look celebratory, because life is too short for eternal lounge-
wear. For Autumn/Winter 21-22, rhinestones and sequins 
shimmer and shine on the catwalks, but refreshingly, not in the 
standard skin-baring club frocks but in silhouettes and styles 
that are more covered up. Think high neck, covered cleavage, 
bulbous skirt, long trousers and a snazzy jacket. We don’t need 
a special occasion to dress up in textures that sparkle when 
now, more than ever, any moment is good enough of an excuse 
to shine and celebrate. 

SPACE INVADERS

There’s a reason billionaires are now racing to travel into space: 
because it’s now even more possible than before. Which means 
we could very well join them too eventually. A true reflection of the 
times, this fascination with the cosmos materialises in looks that 
are inspired by the future such as Ferragamo’s innovative body-
suits, or are flat-out tributes to space-travel such as Balenciaga’s 
oversized NASA puffer jacket. Metallics are prominent too this 
season, in silver or gold, reminiscent of space exploration fabrics. 

MIXING IT UP

Whether it reveals itself in Moschino’s Dr. Frankenstiein’s approach 
to amalgamation or Gabriela Hearst’s knitted poncho, designers 
are having fun with the idea of patchwork this Autumn/Winter. 
Again, sustainability plays muse as brands turn to the idea of up-
cycling scraps of fabric to produce chic collaged garments that 
extol the beauty of print-on-print (Chloe, Simone Rocha, Tommy 
Hilfiger), texture-on-texture (Coach, Etro, Dolce & Gabbana) or 

even prints-on-textures (Moschino, Junya Watanabe). 
The fashion expression here is less bohemian, more 
eccentric and edgy.

Louis Vuitton Fall/
Winter 2021

Dolce & Gabbana RTW Fall 2021

Valentino Act collection

Gucci Aria collection

Prada Fall/Winter 2021

Fendi Women Fall
\/Winter 2021-22

Burberry Autumn/
Winter 2021

Ferragamo Fall/ Winter 2021

Balmain RTW 
Fall 2021

Balenciaga Fall 2021

Balmain RTW Fall 2021

Gucci Aria collection

Longchamp Fall
/Winter 2021

Loewe Fall/Winter 2021

Ferragamo Fall/Winter 2021

Bottega Veneta Loewe Fall/Winter 2021

Burberry Autumn
/Winter 2021

Moschino Autumn
/Winter 2021
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SINGLE
RESIDENCES

MULTIPLE
RESIDENTIAL 
LOW RISE

MULTIPLE 
RESIDENTIAL 
HIGH RISE

PUBLIC & 
INSTITUTIONAL

ALTERATION 
& ADDITION 

CONSERVATION

OVERSEAS

COMMERCIAL 
LOW RISE

COMMERCIAL 
HIGH RISE

SHOWROOM

HOSPITALITY

SPORTS
& RECREATION

PLANNING 
& MASTER
PLANNING

SILVER 
CANVAS HILL RESIDENCE
Choo Gim Wah Architect
SILVER
C-HOUSE: CATALYST IN NEIGHBOURHOOD REJUVENATION
Design Collective Architects

GOLD
ECO ARDENCE AERES
T&T Architect Sdn Bhd
GOLD
ECO MAJESTIC - PRECINCT 7 MELLOWOOD
DTLM Design Group Sdn Bhd
SILVER
HILLS RESIDENCES 
Y.Architects Sdn Bhd
COMMENDATION 
AGALIA VILLAGE HOMES
CL & O Architects Sdn Bhd

GOLD
KONDOMINIUM KAPAS
Masyerin M.N. Architect / Domaine Architects Sdn Bhd
SILVER
NOVUS RESIDENCE
aLM Architects

GOLD & BUILDING OF THE YEAR
AICB BUILDING
GDP Architects Sdn Bhd
SILVER
MASJID DAING ABDUL RAHMAN
Razin Architects Sdn Bhd
COMMENDATION
PENANG HILL LOWER STATION
Arkitek LLA Sdn Bhd

SILVER
REFURBISHMENT OF 2-STOREY MALL OF MEDINI
Arkitek ICB Sdn Bhd
COMMENDATION 
PANTAI HOSPITAL FAÇADE REBRANDING
Kuee Architect

SILVER 
THE EXPERIMENTAL SERIES OF 
HERITAGE RESTORATION
CKHO Architect

SILVER
CELADON SPORTS & RESORT CLUB
BYG Architecture Sdn Bhd in collaboration with 
BYG Projects (Vietnam) Ltd

GOLD
GRAVIT8 - PIER8 STREET RETAIL & OFFICES
GDP Architects Sdn Bhd
SILVER
D’NETWORK AT SETIA ECOPARK
Archicentre Sdn Bhd

GOLD
KYM TOWER
Dexter Koh Design Architect 

SILVER
AIRA RESIDENCE MARKETING GALLERY
Environmental Design Practice Sdn Bhd

GOLD
THE KASTURI RESORT
Hijjas Kasturi Associates Sdn 

SILVER
ESTUARI SPORT CENTRE
Archicentre Sdn Bhd 

GOLD
ECO FOREST
DTLM Design Group Sdn Bhd 
SILVER 
SERIMBUN
Veritas Architects Sdn Bhd 
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The PAM Awards is the most coveted awards by the institute as it aims to celebrate, acknowledge and showcase our architects’ 
achievements. It is a recognition of design excellence and plays a magnanimous role in the definition of architecture, construc-
tion and the creation of good buildings. We hone in on the business of architecture and communication of good design that is 
also responsive to the environment and its site context which ensures quality. The PAM Awards is not only a recognition, but a 
testament to our never-ending efforts to keep us motivated to perform well.

For 2021, we received over 120 nominees from all over Malaysia, fewer than previous years yet still a very encouraging 
response given the fact that this is a year when the Covid-19 persists to affect our livelihood as well as the construction industry 
as a whole. The encouraging number of entries shows that our architects are still continuing their efforts and pushing through. 
For this reason, the PAM Awards acknowledges and gives commendations to these architects, to give credit where credit is due 
in hope that this will encourage all our architects to continue on during this challenging time.

The selection process was, as always, very rigorous. We appreciate all the efforts from the vetting group that have helped 
to sort out all the nominations, the team of Technical Reviewers, whom are from the same locality this year due to travel restric-
tions, and also to the panel of juries for their contributions.

We are honoured to be the co-conveners for PAM Awards 2021. It is indeed a special event for all of us voluntarily working 
for the cause of promoting architecture. We would like to thank all the nominees and we heartily congratulate all the winners. 
Congratulations to all.

It is a pleasure to be given the opportunity to judge and share my thoughts on the PAM Awards 2021. The PAM Awards an-
nouncement and presentation ceremony is our annual celebration of great Malaysian architecture and the most prestigious 
award of exemplary buildings recognised by our building industry. 

In the past year, COVID-19 pandemic has very much affected our architectural practices and the way we organise our 
works. Nevertheless, I am grateful with the participations of our members in this year’s PAM Awards with the wide selection of 
excellent architecture, conservation and planning works.

Throughout the judging, we observed the positive responses of our Architects towards environmental sustainability im-
plemented in their designs. Since we launched the Green Building Index, our green rating tool ten years ago, we can see a 
growing number of projects submitted for PAM Awards that showcased excellent awareness and good design response to the 
environment.

This year, many submissions have also envisaged the future direction of our architecture movement, with more projects 
exhibiting creative applications of natural materials, attentions to place making, creation of common spaces and inclusions of 
wellness in their designs. Having elevated architecture to a whole new level, these award-winning projects will set the path that 
influence our architecture direction to be adopted by other practitioners, as well as learning institutions. 

Emerging as a PAM Awards winner extends beyond just adding yet another prided achievement to the list, but also en-
gages the public through efficacious design, charting the next course of discovery in our architectural realm and ultimately, 
manifesting the ability of our very own Malaysian architects to offer a broad range of ideas and architecture solutions for our 
built environment.

In line with PAM’s objective as the national institutes for Architects, to promote and enlarge knowledge, to study and prac-
tise architecture and the various arts and sciences connected therewith, the PAM Awards programme is the true recognition of 
the calibre that reflects the design thinking of our members – ideas that are persuasive but sometimes provocative, challenging 
the ingrained convention. 

Exploration of new ideas and new innovations make us Architects creative creatures that  favours circumstances where 
differences make a difference. Let us celebrate these differences, cultivate an ever-evolving environment and proliferate more 
innovative and creative design solutions to be offered to the public and our industry.

I am grateful for the commitment of our members who have submitted their projects, and I wish to congratulate all the 
winners of this year’s PAM Awards for their excellent ideas, which make us the leader in the building industry.

Last but not least, I also wish to thank the PAM Awards Conveners for their commitment and congratulate the PAM Awards 
Committee, and Media & Publication Committee for a job well done in producing this publication in Architecture Malaysia which 
showcases the submissions for PAM Awards 2021.

Stay safe, stay healthy. Thank you.

CONVENER’S MESSAGE

PRESIDENT'S MESSAGE

Ar Mazlin Mohtar
CO-CONVENER
PAM AWARDS 2021 

Datuk Ar. Ezumi Harzani Ismail
PRESIDENT, PERTUBUHAN AKITEK MALAYSIA

Ar Husam Abdul Fatah Haron
CONVENER
PAM AWARDS 2021 

PAM AWARDS 2021

PAM AWARDS 2021



  

From left: 
Dato Ar Zulkhairi Md Zain, Dato Ar Chan Chee Yong, PAM President Datuk Ar Ezumi Harzani Ismail, Prof. Emeritus Dato 
Dr Ar Elias @ Ilias Salleh, Dr Ar Lim Teng Ngiom, (not in picture TPr Norliza Hashim)

Standing: 
Co-convener Ar Mazlin Mohtar, Convenor Ar Husam Abdul Fatah Haron

JUDGING SESSION

SHORTLISTING DAY

21 April 2021

17 Mar 2021PAM AWARDS 2021

CONVENOR
Ar Husam Abdul Fatah Haron

CO-CONVENOR 
Ar Mazlin Mohtar

JURY PANEL
• Datuk Ar Ezumi Harzani Ismail 
 (PAM President 2021-2022)
• Dato Ar Zulkhairi Md Zain 
 (PAM Council Member 2021-2022)
• Dato Ar Chan Chee Yong 
 (Eminent Malaysian Architect)
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 • Aira Residence Marketing Gallery
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CANVAS 
HILL 
RESIDENCE

C
anvas Hill Residence is a three-storey pavilion 
characterised by its cantilevered decks and 
flying roof emerging from the hillside.

It captures the morning sun with the glaz-
ing on its lengthwise façades and regulates its 
internal temperature with high louvres. In ad-
dition, the cantilevered decks and flying roof 

provide necessary shading from high-angled sun during noon.
 The material palette employed at Canvas Hill embodies 

Malaysian nueva vernácula. It uses off-form concrete and clay 
brickwork and the inclusion of steel details complemented by 
Chengal and Merbau wood in between to create an honest har-
monious appearance made from local materials.

ARCHITECT Choo Gim Wah Architect 
CLIENT  Ms Lee Swee Lan
CONTRACTOR Yap Chu Woon Enterprise

SINGLE RESIDENTIAL - SILVER AWARD

PAM AWARDS 2021
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Courtyard view of the moon gate

SINGLE RESIDENTIAL

View from the road coming up to the building

“This is an entry that truly expresses the architect’s understanding of the site. 
A refined palette of materials that is very site specific and successfully reflects 
the place of the house that lies at the edge of the forest.”

PAM AWARDS 2021
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C-HOUSE: 
CATALYST 
IN NEIGH-
BOURHOOD 
REJUVENA-
TION

T
hings are a-changing in Kuala Lumpur. Affluent 
and mature residential enclaves like Damansara 
Heights have seen rapid transformation in recent 
years, driving young and successful households 
to settle in. Riding the trend, the owner of C-house 
intends to build a multi-generational home on 
combined residential plots, which strives to cre-

ate iconic presence in hope of catalysing the rejuvenation of  
this neighbourhood. 

To fulfill the spatial requirements with future-proofing fle- 
xibility, a “shifting-boxes” design was suggested, where two 
rectilinear boxes shifted out of alignment on one another. That cre-
ates a covered verandah along the ground floor and a swimming 
pool terrace on the upper level.

ARCHITECT Design Collective Architects 
CLIENT  Anonymous
CONTRACTOR Xeno Design Sdn Bhd

SINGLE RESIDENTIAL - SILVER AWARD

PAM AWARDS 2021
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Right ElevationChildren’s room balcony with roof void for better natural sunlight penetration

Planting surrounding C-House

The "shifting box" massing strategy creates a covered verandah space at the front of house and private pool terrace at the back of house

SINGLE RESIDENTIALPAM AWARDS 2021
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The front façade  showcases a holistic aluminium louvre screen as a passive shading device

Front Elevation

Aerial view of the house in the neighbourhood

The living hall on the ground floor overlooking the garden at the back of the house

“The architect explores the idea of a modern minimalist form adopting the
principles of tropical architecture and design. The shifting box design breaks
the continuity of the vertical core, a clever design to secure control points
while at the same time maintaining physical separation between public and
private space.” 

SINGLE RESIDENTIALPAM AWARDS 2021
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ECO 
 ARDENCE

 AERES 

T
he design echoes the manifestation of a new hous-
ing typology imbued with strong modern tropical 
detached housing-style concept. 

With the primary aim to attain extended pri-
vacy and comfort for each home, the design aims 
to promote expandable living spaces both inter-
nally and externally by introducing side garden for 

intermediate units (compared to typical terrace houses), which 
create a new quasi-public living space, as a spill-over of internal 
spaces via generous access of sliding doors. 

On the façade, adopting the characteristic of the uniform 
clean lines of simple and timeless detached house, a meticulous 
notion of distinct horizontal and vertical lines is arrayed through-
out the façade and the sides of the building and neatly capped 
with vertical roof lines formed by metal roof ribs. 

ARCHITECT T&T Architect Sdn Bhd
CLIENT  Eco Ardence Sdn Bhd
CONTRACTOR Kitacon Sdn Bhd
  Athen Park Sdn Bhd 
   HMK Bina Sdn Bhd

MULTIPLE RESIDENTIAL LOW RISE - GOLD AWARD

PAM AWARDS 2021
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Living hall

Gym

Lounge at the ClubhouseView of the Clubhouse from the roundabout

MULTIPLE RESIDENTIAL LOW RISEPAM AWARDS 2021
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Pocket garden

Green backlane link to central pocket garden

“The layout is efficient and outstanding. The overall layout of the place has a 
very neighborhood feeling especially with the privacy cul-de-sac. The architect 
achieved a sense of warmth and familiarity in the design that brings togetherness 
in the community. ” 

The welcoming signboard of Eco Ardence Aeres Grand entrance with its design element inspired by rectangular gemstone

MULTIPLE RESIDENTIAL LOW RISEPAM AWARDS 2021
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Swimming pool at the Clubhouse

PAM AWARDS 2021
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MULTIPLE RESIDENTIAL LOW RISE - GOLD AWARD

ECO 
MAJESTIC – 
PRECINCT 
7 MEL-
LOWOOD

ARCHITECT DTLM Design Group Sdn Bhd 
CLIENT  Eco Majestic Sdn Bhd
CONTRACTOR Athens Park Sdn Bhd  
  / Jasmurni Construction Sdn Bhd 
  / Kitacon Sdn Bhd

I
nspired by the houses of the colonial era, Parkhomes, Precinct 
7 is the gated and guarded residential community located in 
Eco Majestic, Semenyih. 

Due to the sloping nature of the site, the landscape is 
curated to cater to the 12 meters difference in height of the 
slope. Thus, creating a cascading effect of varying vegeta-
tions – shrubs, hedges and topiary trees mixed with various  

       pathways and ramps throughout the entire precinct. 

PAM AWARDS 2021
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“The architect has been successful in introducing varieties within a timeless 
design. The innovative planning strategy to utilize the back lane is commendable 
as it brings communities together where social life and spontaneous encounters 
can happen within the neighborhood. ”

MULTIPLE RESIDENTIAL LOW RISE

Modern contemporary interpretation of colonial black and white houses

Details of the black and white louvres at the terrace

Paths and ramps

The individual home units are also arranged in a staggered 
manner, similar to its landscape design. A modern twist to clas-
sic black and white colonial houses, black and white louvres, that 
wraps around the veranda and the balcony above, acts an icon-
ic feature of the façade, which also serves as a shading de-
vice that filters out the evening sun. Its open living area that leads 
out into a spacious veranda draw its residents closer to nature, 
with the master bedroom above overlooking both the private and 
shared gardens.

PAM AWARDS 2021
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Linear shared garden flanked by rows of houses

Front Elevation – Type 7C

Black and white louvres, that wraps around the veranda and the balcony above, acts an iconic 
feature of the façade, which also serves as a shading device that filters out the evening sun

Insert Caption

Street access to the houses

MULTIPLE RESIDENTIAL LOW RISEPAM AWARDS 2021
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HILLS 
RESI-
DENCES

MULTIPLE RESIDENTIAL LOW RISE - SILVER AWARD

ARCHITECT Y.Architects Sdn Bhd 
CLIENT  Senibong Hills Sdn Bhd
CONTRACTOR Wai Choy Construction Sdn Bhd

H
ills Residences is a gated strata land parcel deve- 
lopment of 55 units of courtyard homes over 5.3 
acres, with 3 variations of 3-storey house designs. 

The entrance has banks of tall screens filled 
with creepers. As the site is relatively small, the 2 
main circulation roads terminate at a cul-de-sac to 
lessen traffic flow. 

The blocks are arranged with some staggering to give some 
variation to an otherwise banal terrace street front. In that respect, 
it now provides a pleasant rhythmic massing when one drives 
through. “Breeze corridors” are introduced to promote cross venti- 
lation between the blocks.

The space planning for the houses radiates around a courtyard, 
which promotes stack ventilation while providing visual privacy for 
the residents.

The architectural language is that of clean and timeless lines.  
Planes are introduced to give visual privacy between units. Screens 
are provided; some as sun shading and some for privacy. 

PAM AWARDS 2021
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Since the development is gated, individual houses do not have gates, thus, reducing cluttering

Screens are provided; some for sun shading and others for privacy The architectural language is that of clean and timeless lines. Planes are introduced to give visual privacy between units

MULTIPLE RESIDENTIAL LOW RISEPAM AWARDS 2021

“A good design solution to create an unconventional site 
layout that breaks the monotonous layout of a flat house.  
In addition, it provides freedom to the layout and 
architecture language.” 
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View of the rear elevation for Type C

View from the neighbouring unit

MULTIPLE RESIDENTIAL LOW RISEPAM AWARDS 2021

Section

Section

Side Elevation

Front Elevation

Front Elevation

Side Elevation

Rear Elevation

The Hills Residences
Type A

The Hills Residences
Type B

The Hills Residences
Type C

Section

Side Elevation

Front Elevation

Rear Elevation
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 AGALIA
 VILLAGE
 HOMES

MULTIPLE RESIDENTIAL LOW RISE - COMMENDATION

ARCHITECT CL & O Architects Sdn Bhd 
CLIENT  Gamuda Gardens by Gamuda Land Sdn Bhd
CONTRACTOR Lim Hoo Seng Construction Sdn Bhd

A
galia Village Homes is a gated and guarded 
landed-strata community consisting of 177 
units terrace homes (20’ x 75’) in the Village 
Homes Precinct of the 810-acres Gamuda Gar-
dens township in Rawang. The Village Homes 
Precinct site plan is divided into 4 quadrants, 
with north-south and east-west axis intersect-

ing through the centre of the site. The north-south axis forms the 
70 feet wide tree-lined entrance boulevard, while the east-west 
axis forms the 100 feet wide Central Linear Park that connects to 
the 50-acres Gamuda Gardens central lake and park. 

The terrace homes are designed in a contemporary vernac-
ular style with a gabled-roof form. A “green garden” is introduced 
as an intermediary zone between the car porch and the living 
area, which opens to the sky and allows more effective penetra-
tion of natural daylighting into the internal living spaces.  

A row of 20 premium units is given special treatment with 
enhanced gabled-roof pitch, metal decking roof, enlarged glazing 
and additional master bedroom balcony with glass railing with a 
view of the Central Linear Park.  

The modern vernacular building form of the Premium Units

The curving organic form Community Centre is well intergrated with the lush landscaped Central Linear Park

MULTIPLE RESIDENTIAL LOW RISE

“A well-developed development facing a large lake with a green pocket car 
entrance is a good layout design which is great for the resident. Commendation 
must be given to the Architect for applying to a well-designed community center 
that is a focus for the resident.”

PAM AWARDS 2021
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KONDO-
MINIUM 

KAPAS

MULTIPLE RESIDENTIAL HIGH RISE - GOLD AWARD

ARCHITECT Masyerin M.N. Architect 
  Domaine Architects Sdn Bhd
CLIENT  Kapas Heights Sdn Bhd
CONTRACTOR Pembinaan Teknikhas Sdn Bhd

K
apas is a high-end condominium designed for  
occupants who want exclusive high rise living in 
a low-density development in Bangsar. Perched 
on an elevated land, every one of the 33 units are  
offered with an unobstructed view of the Kuala 
Lumpur city skyline. 

The dynamic shape in black cladding makes 
it a unique landmark that stands out above the Bangsar skyline. 
To achieve this, four shades of silver blacks were selected and 
arranged in random configuration to create a pixelated effect on 
the façade. The panels are also coated with matte finishing to 
minimise glare at street level. The bold black façade is balanced 
with the use of vernacular natural materials including fair-faced 
concrete, red clay bricks and greeneries. 

The floor plate of the towers designed to be narrow in order 
to promote natural light and ventilation. During the day, the design 
ensures that there will be minimal dependency on artificial lights. 

Deep balconies and overhangs are introduced on the 
east-facing façade to provide shading from the direct morning 
sun into the interior of the building. These elements allow for large 
floor-to-ceiling height glazing for natural light and view of the 
surrounding vistas. On the west, openings are kept very minimal 
in order to minimise heat gain from the afternoon sun. 

PAM AWARDS 2021
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A distinctive landmark on a hill in Bangsar

Horizontal black aluminium cladding as the feature façade 

Porte cochère with natural overgrown vines

MULTIPLE RESIDENTIAL HIGH RISEPAM AWARDS 2021

A balanced composition of black cladding with concrete blocks and greenery
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Abundance of natural light and ventilation in the resident's lounge

Composition of natural finishes

Staircase and skyline view at a residential unit

Concrete blocks, timber and metal, a recurrent use of materials in common areas Skyline from the resident's pool

PAM AWARDS 2021
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The penthouse is located on top of the resident tower

Night view from the penthouse

“Award within this category must be given to this architect for applying such 
strong architectural features of a building, that on paper required a more 
engineering-based resolution. The dynamic shape of the black cladding makes 
a unique landmark. The narrowness of the site is quite challenging, but the 
architect is able to provide extensive landscaping within a small acreage for   
a high rise development.”

PAM AWARDS 2021
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STB INTERIOR SDN. BHD.
A-23-02, EKOCHERAS (Office Tower A),
No. 693, Jalan Cheras, Batu 5, 56000 WP Kuala Lumpur. 

T : +603-9133 7979      F : +603-9134 4994
E : stbinterior@gmail.com

“Design is not just 
what it looks like and 
feels like. Design is 
how it works.”
-- Steve Jobs, co-founder of 
Apple, Inc
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NOVUS 
RESI-
DENCE

MULTIPLE RESIDENTIAL HIGH RISE - SILVER AWARD

ARCHITECT aLM Architects 
CLIENT  Prisma Bumiraya Sdn Bhd 
CONTRACTOR Simbol Era Sdn Bhd

L
ocated at a prominent junction, Novus adopts a humble  
approach of harmonising with the context - showcasing 
the natural grains and texture of raw concrete and steel. 
Sleek lines and colonnade frames form dramatic paint-
ings of light that morph throughout the day, capturing 
an immense sense of depth. Novus has woven contem-
porary industrial style seamlessly into tropical living by 

superimposing manmade structure with natural softscapes.
Targeting younger homeowners, Novus introduces two unit 

types suited for distinct needs, and at the same time injecting ele-
ments of youth and excitement to the podium facilities, such as 
wall climbing and urban park.

PAM AWARDS 2021
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Stair railing and thread details

Podium hardscape

Raw concrete frames superimposed with greeneries forming a minimal Zen atmosphere

The frame colonnades create a rhythm of shadows, entwined with linear street structures and textured pathways

Facilities podium featuring strong linear lines and play of textural tones

MULTIPLE RESIDENTIAL HIGH RISEPAM AWARDS 2021
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Concrete, steel and shadow play Podium bridge - the marriage of raw concrete and metal engenders an image of 
modern elegance

The slightly tapered planning of Novus forms a more dynamic and embracing façade toward the main road. The carpark block adorned with minimal classic vent blocks poses 
contrastingly with the playful tree-like feature fencing

Front Elevation

“A residential building design that has the look and feel of a business hub, which 
operates like a second office with an interesting layout and a great landscape. 
This building brings into the conversation the changes on how we should be 
living in cities, especially in the post-Covid environment where our home becomes 
our office. ”

MULTIPLE RESIDENTIAL HIGH RISEPAM AWARDS 2021
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 AICB 
BUILDING 

PUBLIC & INSTITUTIONAL - GOLD AWARD | BUILDING OF THE YEAR

ARCHITECT GDP Architects Sdn Bhd
CLIENT  STF Resources Sdn Bhd
CONTRACTOR Pembinaan Mitrajaya Sdn Bhd

T
he Asian Institute of Chartered Bankers building is 
an office with training facilities. The training cen-
tre lies within a financial education enclave that 
includes notable buildings such as Sasana Kijang, 
and the recently completed Asia School of Business 
campus and its residences. The enclave belted by 
green reserved is an exceptional urban setting that 

is embraced within the design. 
The overall scheme is made of a hierarchy of 13 storey tower, 

seven storey podium and a 240-capacity auditorium that sits on 
a 3.16 acres site. The design allows human interaction between 
spaces internally and externally with nature. Its active spaces intro-
duce you to the training facilities with multifunctional extended 
bridges, stairs and balconies re-imagining its former use. The main 
space is the Research Library which is intended to have virtual 
connectivity and a rare collection of books. The Central Atria allows 
diffuse light into its rather layered yet rich planning intended for 
better efficiency in managing and enriching the quality of the 
learning experience. 

AICB building offers a new landmark along Jalan Kuching. The 
façade is designed to reflect the promising modern future of the 
city and its tradition as a cultural and historic city, creating a new 
urban feature that enriches the diversity of adjacent campus life 
and expresses the dynamism of an institution looking to the future.

PAM AWARDS 2021
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Caption here

AICB is directly visible from Jalan Kuching marking its presence against Kuala Lumpur 
skyline, perched on higher ground above the slopes, dramatically accentuate a 
distinctive building shape

PUBLIC & INSTITUTIONAL

At a prime location within Financial Education Campus, the stature of a banking institutional building is very distinguished against lush tree canopies

PAM AWARDS 2021

“Building of this year is given to Public 
and Institutional Category. This building 
brings into the conversation of how 
an architect can successfully balance 
the complexities of need, function and 
context; internally, the building cleverly 
plays with space, hierarchy, light 
and material whilst at the same time 
creating on the outside the formality 
and orderliness required for a banking 
institution. The AICB building is worthy 
of being declared a winner as it clearly 
channels equity and excitement 
through its design. ”
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The façade combines varying shapes, angles, materials, colours and texture, but most importantly still 
represent the gesture of an institutional building

The façade is not static and limited to one type, it reveals the eclectic group of occupants housed within the institute. The façade is not static and limited to one type, it reveals the eclectic group of occupants housed within the institute

PAM AWARDS 2021
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The library is a curving hidden gem tucked at the lowest floor sheltered from the 
atrium that was designed to be promote interaction, communication and noises. 
Subtlety of the design quickly retreats from the hecticness going about above it

As one enters the lobby, he is immediately greeted by high volume, the space are not entirely 
revealed all at once, but by succession of framed views formed by crossing elements

“The architect successfully balances 
the complexities of need, function 
and context for this building. This 
institutional training centre clearly 
channels equity through its design. 
The design achieved internal 
exploration with the play of space, 
light, materials while at the same time 
creating on the outside the formality 
required for a banking institution. ”

PAM AWARDS 2021
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Event 
Booking
Contact us:
Bangunan AICB, 10 Jalan Dato’ Onn, 
50480 Kuala Lumpur, 
Wilayah Persekutuan

Phone: +603 2602 4100
Mobile: +6017 615 6015
Email: ace@stfresources.com

This 6-storey training centre features 38 

units of training halls, 9 breakout glass 

rooms, 10 discussion meeting rooms, an 

Executive Forum which is able to fit up to 

124 persons , 3 Flexi Halls to meet corporate 

guests’ business needs and beside there 

are 2 Theatrette that brings the outmost of 

motivation for your leadership events as 

well as an auditorium that can fit up to 240 

persons.

ACE CONFERENCE CENTRE

Provides a world-class conference venue 

with an elegant welcoming ambience for 

corporate and business-related meetings. 

Our facilities are equipped with an all-round 

hospitality service for a smoother and more 

successful business meeting.

ACE Conference Centre located in the 

heart of Kuala Lumpur city near the 

Financial Education Hub (FEH) at Jalan 

Dato’ Onn and the nearby Bank Negara 

building and is certainly one of the perfect 

place to host your major and minor. 

business events.

For More Info : www.a-c-e.my

            aceconferencecentre

About 
Us
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MITRAJAYA HOLDINGS BERHAD (MHB) started off as a construction company, 
Pembinaan Mitrajaya Sdn Bhd (PMSB) by our Group Managing Director, Mr. Tan Eng 
Piow in 1985. Spearheaded by the principal company, PMSB, the holding company, 
Mitrajaya Holdings Berhad was first listed on the Second Board of Kuala Lumpur Stock 
Exchange on 8 December 1994, and subsequently moved up to the Main Board on 29 
May 1998. Mitrajaya is now a multi-national conglomerate with businesses in a diverse 
range of industries, among them, construction, property development and international 
projects.

Mitrajaya Holdings Bhd through its principal subsidiary, Pembinaan Mitrajaya Sdn Bhd, 
has created for itself an enviable track record of successful projects in construction and 
civil engineering related fields. Mitrajaya has long been a major player in helping 
Malaysia become a nation with modern infrastructure, as well as providing quality living 
and working environments. It has also played a significant role in major national 
projects such as the Kuala Lumpur International Airport (KLIA), KL's Light Rail Transit 
System, the CyberJaya Flagship Zone, the Putrajaya Federal Administrative Centre, 
the East Coast Economic Region, the Iskandar Southern Development Corridor, and 
numerous other projects.

Mitrajaya is now a multi-national conglomerate with businesses in a diverse range of 
industries, among them, construction, property development and international projects.

MITRAJAYA HOLDINGS BERHAD
PART OF NATION BUILDING FOR THE LAST 36 YEARS

Website : www.mitrajaya.com.my

MACC Headquarters, Putrajaya

Bangunan AICB, Kuala Lumpur Bangunan AICB, Kuala Lumpur

Wangsa 9 Residency, Kuala Lumpur

2016 Forbes Asia’s “Best Under A Billion” List

QUALITY 
SYSTEM

SIRIM
074

U K A S
MANAGEMENT

SYSTEMS

CERTIFIED TO ISO 9001 : 2015
CERT. NO. : QMS 00804

ENVIRONMENTAL
SYSTEM

SIRIM
074

U K A S
MANAGEMENT

SYSTEM S

CERTIFIED TO ISO 14001 : 2015
CERT. NO. : EMS 00531

CERTIFIED TO ISO 45001 : 2018
CERT. NO. : OHS 00390

OH&S
SYSTEM

SIRIM
OHS 06122005 CB 01

MITRAJAYA®

Pembinaan Mitrajaya Sdn. Bhd.
(A wholly owned subsidiary of Mitrajaya Holdings Bhd.)  

Tel: +603 - 8060 9999 | Fax: +603-8060 9998              
No. 9, Blok D, Pusat Perdagangan Puchong Prima, 

Persiaran Prima Utama,Taman Puchong Prima, 
47150 Puchong, Selangor Darul Ehsan, Malaysia.
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Certified to MS ISO 9001:2015
Reg No : QMS 00678

EXPERTS SINCE 1929
Their large Fixed Seating collection has been designed with detailed attention to ergonomics and 
comfort but always bearing in mind design and functionality. At Figueras they are devoted to 
research into materials, acoustic and innovative solutions in order to achieve the highest 
standard of quality, safety and comfort .

CONTACT US
info@tsimktg.com

+603 6243 7939
No. 12-2, Jalan 13/33B,

Kawasan Perusahaan Kepong,
52000 Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia

www.tsimktg.com

Figueras Public Seatings

Creation of comfortable space that everyone can enjoy has been our basic philosophy since it’s 
inception. Our mission is to satisfy the various requirement’s related to the strength, durability, 

comfort and safety of the chairs and maintain high standards.

www.figueras.com
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Tri Pacific Engineering Sdn Bhd
Specialist Facade Contractor

Established in 1990, Tri Pacific Engineering Sdn Bhd is now an industry expert 
specializing in glass and aluminium cladding for medium and large scale 
commercial buildings. We have the ability to provide innovative design 
solutions, assured fabrication quality to steadfast timely installation.

www.tripacific.com.my
No.5, Jalan P6/4, Seksyen 6, 
Bandar Teknologi Kajang,
43500 Semenyih, Selangor, Malaysia.

E: tripesb@hotmail.com
T: 603 8723 3066   F: 603 8723 5066
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Nam Heng Safety Glass Sdn Bhd
Glass Supplier & Processor 

VISION       Your safety glass realiable partner
MISSION    To provide optimum value from good to great
VALUE          

Seremban Factory (HQ)
Nam Heng Safety Glass Sdn Bhd

Lot 32482, Jalan TJ 2/7,
Kawasan Perindustrian Tuanku Jaafar,
71450 Sungai Gadut, Seremban,
Negeri Sembilan Darul Khusus, Malaysia

Tel     : +606-675 0618/ 0619/ 671 7331
Fax    : +606-675 0788
Email : enquiry@namheng.my

www.namhengglassgroup.com

“We are Eco-Friendly Glass Solution.”

Bangunan AICB, Kuala Lumpur

:
:
:

Since glass has made a breakthrough in architectural designs in Malaysia, Nam Heng Glass 
Group has played a major role in the local architectural and safety glass industry. Nam Heng 
Glass Group delivers operational excellence in every aspect while exceeding our commitments 
to clients. We also share the same core values with our associates.

NAM HENG GLASS GROUP

Quality & Service Synergy Accountability
Drive Innovation Integrity Systematic & Efficiency
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MASJID 
DAING 
 ABDUL 
RAHMAN

PUBLIC & INSTITUTIONAL - SILVER AWARD

ARCHITECT Razin Architects Sdn Bhd 
CLIENT  Jabatan Agama Islam Negeri Johor 
CONTRACTOR Pembinaan Adinn

T
his three-storey cube of glass, brick and steel has 
a 2,000 sq m area in total. At full capacity, can 
house 2,000 worshipers at a time. 

Space arrangements are straightforward 
and practical. The ground floor hosts the main 
prayer hall and generous surrounding overspill 
area. Mezzanine floors that occupy the first and 

the second floor are used to accommodate female worshippers. 
These spaces also double as classrooms and multipurpose hall, 
depending on the needs. 
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The development has adopted the practicality of mashrabiya 
within a hot climate. Randomised triangular screens are used for 
the exterior cladding and meanwhile, the porosity of the inner 
wall was achieved by orienting the bricks in a diagonal manner, 
alternately between layers. 

This combination creates a certain degree of transparency 
that welcomes exterior elements of sunlight, cross ventilation, 
and panoramic views into the building while at the same time pro-
tecting it from the local climate condition.

In essence, the geometrical element on the façade was in-
spired by leaves in nature, its property of having an identical size 
and shape but grows in random direction. This organic outline 
is then translated into a contemporary vision of otherwise is a 
traditional Islamic motif that commonly adorns mosques around 
the world. 

Nature is brought into the design by the inclusivity of land-
scape within the building itself, promoting a vague experience 
between the outside and the inside. Trees are placed within the 
overspill area as a way to achieve the said intention. 

Frontage of Masjid Daing Abdul Rahman

As one enters the lobby, he is immediately greeted by high volume, the space are  
not entirely revealed all at once, but by succession of framed views formed by  
crossing elements

Front façade of randomised triangular screens with clear distinction of a series of 
layered planes within the mosque’s cubic mass Aerial view

PUBLIC & INSTITUTIONALPAM AWARDS 2021
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“A game changer to masjid typology of building. 
It manages to break the perception that a mosque 
is a religious building that has to be in a secretive, 
closed environment within a dome. The architect 
must be rewarded for their ability to convince our 
local authorities and municipality to intervene and 
transform a mosque into a new idea, emphasising on 
the role of the Architect not just as form-maker and 
designer, but also as an engagement agent by starting 
conversations, and advising local government to go 
for a more contemporary society. ”

Ablution area

Pockets of landscaping between the inner wall and outer cladding

Incorporation of landscaping within the overspill

The ‘New Norm’ during the weekly Friday prayers

Assimilation of the surrounding nature into the overall scene of the main prayer hall
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PENANG 
HILL 
LOWER 
STATION

PUBLIC & INSTITUTIONAL - COMMENDATION

ARCHITECT Arkitek LLA Sdn Bhd 
CLIENT  Perbadanan Bukit Bendera Pulau Pinang 
CONTRACTOR Yuan Seng Building Trading Sdn Bhd

T
he reconfiguration of the Lower Hill Station reflects 
the nominated firm’s long standing involvement in 
the evolution of Penang Hill, a site that is deeply in-
grained in the history, culture and nature of Penang.

The upgraded design of the lower hill station 
recreates this experience of discovery that begins 
at the lower station. It is the anticipation of the hill-

top experience that is reinforced by a gradual introduction to the 
historic vista up the hill which builds anticipation and excitement 
about the returning vista from the destination at the hilltop. The  
lower hill station also represents an interface between the cultural,  
natural and historic landscape that joins together in a distinctly 
authentic experience of Penang.

More importantly, the design sets the standard for further 
architectural engagements with the Hill, thereby future-proofing its 
history, its authenticity and uniqueness. With the redesign of the Lower Station, the experience at Penang Hill starts here

The concourse with artwork made from blown glass, old train wheels and winches

Culture, history and nature come together

“A fitting image and idea for a public 
space project where it is being 
visited by plenty of tourist capacity 
on a daily basis. ”
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REFUR-
BISHMENT 
OF 
2-STOREY 
MALL 
OF MEDINI

ALTERATION AND ADDITION - SILVER AWARD

ARCHITECT Arkitek ICB Sdn Bhd
CLIENT  Nusajaya Lifestyle Sdn Bhd
CONTRACTOR KFK Construction Sdn Bhd

T
he newly redesigned Iskandar Puteri Mall of Medini 
is conceived as a welcoming gateway to Legoland 
Malaysia – a lavish portal into a beautiful, naturally 
ventilated shopping environment.

Greatly improving connectivity between pedes- 
trian traffic and the main road, the entry ‘Gateway’ 
consists of three magnificent, freestanding ‘Parasol’ 

structures efficiently providing shoppers below with lavish cover 
from the natural elements and to comfortably transition into the 
shopping environment.

A fourth ‘Parasol’ uniquely converted into a commercial kiosk 
becomes an elegant sculptural feature within the space.

PAM AWARDS 2021
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“The architect’s brave decision in 
material selection complements the 
parasol structures, giving it a new 
breath of character by cleverly using 
bamboo as the underlining material 
for structure that brings warmth and 
regionally relates to the climate.”

Drop-off areaBamboo cladding detail

Bus and taxi waiting parasol

Overview of the parasols

ALTERATION & ADDITIONPAM AWARDS 2021
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View of the parasols from the plaza

Night view from the entrance

Night view of the drop-off area
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PANTAI 
HOSPITAL 
FAÇADE 
REBRAND-
ING

ALTERATION AND ADDITION - COMMENDATION

ARCHITECT Kuee Architect 
CLIENT  Paloh Medical Centre Sdn Bhd 
CONTRACTOR Aluminjaya Sdn Bhd

T
he brief was to create a modern, sleek façade 
which accentuate the presence of the hospital. 
With the site located at a prominent corner at a 
busy road junction, the background colour selected 
was plain white - clean, simple so as to blend with 
the existing wall as not to distract too much of 
the traffic’s attention. Highlights were introduced 

with the hospital’s corporate bright blue. By selecting several 
variances of blue and grey tones which are not too overwhelming, 
the corporate blue complemented the façade nicely.

Framed by a distinct white frame that consisted of aluminium 
 vertical strips, the coloured fins were scattered in a well-planned 
yet seemingly random manner. The number of fins were maximised 
at both the east and west façades to block as much sunlight as 
possible into the interior. Gaps at 200m were allowed in between 
fins to prevent strong wind lifting the structure.

The original arch-shaped art deco of the car porches were 
replaced  by modern clean slabs. Both car porches on the front 
and side entrances were extended and cladded with sleek alu-
minium panels, overlaid with glass skylight to allow more lights 
into the drop-off driveway below.

White aluminium vertical strips are maximised at both the east and west 
façades to block as much sunlight as possible into the interior

Carved out squares maximise direct views from the rooms

The night view is enhanced by LED lighting with centralised switches and equipped with zoning controlled capabilities

“The façade facelift 
was able to enhance 
the health care image 
and corporate look by 
creating an architectural 
statement, however, 
was limited to its 
aesthetic purpose 
that could have been 
more impactful.”

ALTERATION & ADDITIONPAM AWARDS 2021
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 THE 
EXPERI-
MENTAL 
 SERIES 

OF HERI-
TAGE RES-
TORATION

CONSERVATION - SILVER AWARD

ARCHITECT CKHO Architect
CLIENT  Seh Tek Tong Cheah Kongsi
CONTRACTOR GC Heritage Sdn Bhd
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T
he project is a heritage building in a heritage en-
clave and the Architect successfully merged the 
design with the surrounding and existing structure. 
Although it was a burnt-down unit with little to sal-
vage, the Architect managed to re-assert plenty of 
its original identity. Some old remnants could still 
be observed and were cleverly re-used. Contem-

porary metal works were introduced to articulate the walls and 
grilles, using the new to compliment the old charmingly without  
altering the originality of the building. The restoration and reno-
vation works were done at a shockingly economical cost. A lot of 
exciting details, texture, colour and material were used to create 
spaces that support not only human activity comfortably but also 
allows the evolution of existing trading, ceremonial activities as 
well as a community link to its past. 42, King Street - Façade

42, King Street - First floor

52, China street - Exposed stair view

42, King Street - Modern element

52, China street - Façade
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149, Beach Street - Courtyard view

149, Beach Street - First floor room facing the front

149, Beach Street - Skylight

149, Beach Street - Façade

“It is a commendable series 
of conservative works for 
several small-scale projects 
which were done nicely with 
obvious care and consideration 
to heritage restrictions. This 
sort of conservation work for 
building deserves praise and 
should become an inspiration 
to others.”
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CELADON 
SPORTS 
& RESORT 
CLUB

OVERSEAS - SILVER AWARD

ARCHITECT BYG Architecture Sdn Bhd 
  in collaboration with BYG Projects (Vietnam) Ltd
CLIENT  Gamuda Land (HSMC) Joint Stock Company
CONTRACTOR Tan Viet Tin Construction Co Ltd 
  (Phase 1)
  Construction and Building Materials JSC 
  (Phases 2 & 3)

T
he Celadon Sports & Resort Club originates from 
the vision of delivering a sustainable and healthy 
living environment with modern infrastructures. 
Inspired by tropical resort architecture, the design 
focused on the use of greenery and open spaces 
within the building to reduce the need for artificial 
ventilation. It forms a series of functional spaces to 

provide special experiences for health care, leisure activity, and 
entertainment. The considerably large greenery and water body 
of the swimming pool help to control the micro-climate of the 
building whilst subtly integrating the building into its surrounding. 
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Viewing deck

Drop-offLobby

Drop-off
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“The project was deserving of the award for its 
exciting and interesting site planning and design  
of its individual buildings which is impressive for  
a sports facility.”

Gym room

Viewing deck

Swimming pool Children's playground
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GRAVIT8 
- PIER8 
STREET 
RETAIL 
& OFFICES

COMMERCIAL LOW RISE - GOLD AWARD

ARCHITECT GDP Architects Sdn Bhd
CLIENT  Vibrantline Sdn Bhd 
  (a subsidiary of Mitraland Group)
CONTRACTOR Inta Bina Sdn Bhd T

he development is located at the southern part of 
Klang and is surrounded with greenery and con-
nected to an existing retention pond which has 
been turned into a lake park for the benefit of the 
local community. The building design uses facing 
bricks naturally complementing its green land-
scape and water bodies. It is designed with two 
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public concourses surrounded by retail. Each and one of the courts 
allow different functions and usability. The internal court is fit-
ted with skylights accompanied by wavy ceiling design which 
allows diffused daylight to enter. Its design is intricate with very 
fine details and craftsmanship using facing brick façade with 
interesting running bond and patterns. A special feature using 
the ceiling panel that continues down to the columns gives it a 
3-dimensional connection between vertical and horizontal fea-
tures and allows for better visual connection with the high volume. 
Saltwater aquariums are integrated in the inner concourse that 
showcases underwater species, amplifying user experience as 
something not usually seen in common developments.

“Gravit8 building is presented in elegant, warm, modern and endless movement 
features internally and externally giving it an encapsulating experience to 
occupants. The selection of materials and colours used are harmonious and 
reminiscent of the Klang industry port town with intricate detailing, something very 
bold by the Architect and not usually seen in many commercial developments.”

COMMERCIAL LOW RISEPAM AWARDS 2021
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Pier8 comprises two successional coves sheltered from sunlight at varying architectural treatments, it plays with hints of light 
punctuations both vertical and horizontally. The multilayering offers different transparencies and ambience gives the effect of niches and 
nooks of coral reefs

Pedestrians are invited to walk in guided by timber effect pathways along rows of shop 
lots constructed in facing brick. The inspiration is taken from old industrial port towns, 
with dark coloured metal structure and trimmings

A vast plaza is planned under a large tensile membrane canopy to resemble sails, the 
space is to accommodate future events and activities with chances of pop-up retail

To amplify the ambience of being underwater, the atrium is scattered with skylights to allow for light punctuations and ceiling 
adopted shape of boat hulls formed by timber. Fraction of light penetrations can be witnessed across the space

Mimicry of boat hulls, interplay of different levels, spacings, depths and colour 
at the ceiling enforces further the ambiguity of being under the sea

COMMERCIAL LOW RISEPAM AWARDS 2021
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Pier8 drives the modern maritime concept of Gravit8, an assemblage of visual cues within the hidden internal space is significant to transform perception and install an element of surprise
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D’NET- 
 WORK 

AT SETIA 
ECOPARK

COMMERCIAL LOW RISE - SILVER AWARD

ARCHITECT Archicentre Sdn Bhd
CLIENT  Bandar Eco-Setia Sdn Bhd
CONTRACTOR Dwitasik Engineering & Interior Sdn Bhd

T
he project is the third phase of the development 
for the commercial hub within the development 
to complement the existing facilities and enhance 
the area based on the current demand. The exist-
ing lake and park were also enhanced under this 
phase where it blended well with the surrounding 
context. The development utilises solar power, 

which is very visible for people to see and admire, that generates 
part of its electricity demand. It also has a Petanque facility which 
is a unique showcase fronting the F&B and plaza. The structure 
uses simple steel roof cover for the F&B area with some nice de-
tailing at the drop-off, roof trusses and columns. 
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Insert Caption

View of the building from the car park

F&B facilities

Embracing nature

Aerial view of the solar-powered hybrid F&B hub

COMMERCIAL LOW RISEPAM AWARDS 2021
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Solar-powered musical fountain

F&B outlets facing the lake and park

Surrounding park

Lake

COMMERCIAL LOW RISE

“Showcase of a small scale and self-sufficient F&B outlet in terms of energy 
conservation within a greenery setting. This project merges nicely with the other 
two earlier phases with the Lake & Park serving as another focal point of the 
development. One thing that was very noticeable by the juror was the lighting 
effect at night which is very exciting and cleverly done.”
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 KYM 
 TOWER

COMMERCIAL HIGH RISE - GOLD AWARD

ARCHITECT Dexter Koh Design Architect 
CLIENT  TSM Towers Sdn Bhd
CONTRACTOR Kerjaya Prospek (M) Sdn Bhd

T
he 24-storey office tower is located in Mutiara  
Damansara. It is a green certified building with its 
interiors designed to maximise comfort. The lay-
out is modular which gives it a sense of clarity and 
easy to understand which makes it very flexible, 
something to take notice of. The detailing, choice 
of materials and craftsmanship are also of very 

high quality. The transition from external to internal spaces is 
seamless in the selection of materials, architectural and interior 
design style and elegance. The introduction of green spaces on 
the sky terrace at level 8 is quite pleasing and is accessible to 
tower users. At the very top, the penthouse level is very well de-
tailed in a class of its own.
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Triptych of book-matched Volakas marble feature panels spanning 6m height lit by diffused lighting from an expansive 
stretched ceiling at the Lobby welcomes visitors.

“A simple and mature solution to a Corporate Tower 
using well-selected materials for the common areas. 
The layout allows for flexibility for smaller office 
suites as well as larger ones. Very well done and 
deserving of the award. ”

COMMERCIAL HIGH RISE

The interior extends out to the cantilevered glass Porte Cochère resulting in a seamless progression into the lobby as a welcoming gesture
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The Sky Terrace with covered trellises allow the outdoors to be enjoyed in all weather conditions Sky Terrace offers a space of temporary respite and views of the surroundings

COMMERCIAL HIGH RISEPAM AWARDS 2021
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At Stretch Xon we have always believed in serving the most creative ideas, 
facilitating unlimited potential in design. Stretch Ceiling is very quickly becoming the 
new favorite of designers and users, in supplying decorative materials, fashion and 
models.

Stretch Ceiling has had more than 30 years of history in European countries, offering 
a revolutionary stretch ceiling from a high-grade material, giving modern designers a 
broader vision of space.

We are fortunate to introduce our excellent products to our customers in Malaysia. We 
established the company in the year 2012 with a vision to bring designers unlimited 
design creativity.

Stretch Ceiling strongly supports environment protection, with the use of 
environmentally friendly raw materials which not contain harmful substances such as 
alcohol and cadmium.

Stretch Ceiling uses PVC material that the feature of fire prevention. Stretch Ceiling 
comes in a variety of shapes and colors, is quickly to install, and easy to dip dust. It 
also provides sound insulation, anti-bacterial benefits and fire prevention. 
Furthermore, it is waterproof, anti-aging, energy-saving and anti-static.

STRETCH XON REFLECTION
No. 174-2, Jalan Toman 9, Kemayan Square, 
70200 Seremban, Negeri Sembilan.
Malaysia.

Contact 
Lai Woanli  +6012 539 2186
Jaye Loh    +6012 653 5716
Tel: +606-761 8809    Fax: +606-763 9170
Email: stretchxonreflection@hotmail.com

www.sxr.com.my

STRETCH XON REFLECTION

Just a simple profile is enough for change of traditional 2D shapes into lively 3D shapes without any 
accessories. The line profile is beautiful and smooth, and installation is easy and quick. It only has a 5mm 
visible edge. Hard profile with aluminum alloy is applicable to any simple shapes.
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10050  Penang
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 AIRA 
RESIDENCE 
MARKETING 
GALLERY

SHOWROOM - SILVER AWARD

ARCHITECT Environmental Design Practice Sdn Bhd 
CLIENT  Bungsar Hill Holdings Sdn Bhd
CONTRACTOR ISG Asia (M) Sdn Bhd

T
he overall planning of the show gallery building 
block and landscape complements the existing 
setting and topography of the site with minimal 
environmental impact, exuding a harmonious 
connection between the building and nature with 
a high sense of respect for the site context. The 
design applies adequate landscaping to soften 

the massing of the building between the concrete towers. The 
configuration of the space programming and its use of material 
which are well-articulated throughout provides for astonishing 
visuals from all angles particularly from the entry. The travertine 
wall fi-nish, lush greenery, water feature, and timber deck with 
canopy create a feeling of harmony and calmness inside the gal-
lery. Deep overhangs and landscaping also allows for full-height 
glass to maximise the visual connection to external landscape, 
water feature and natural lighting.
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Sales Gallery entrance

Tranquility Garden and water feature fronting the Sales Gallery - a harmonious 
composition of materials and finishes

Landscaping embracing simplicity and tranquility - view and backdrop shared by the 
Sales Gallery and Show Apartment

“The design was thoughtfully 
done to heighten human 
senses of visual, sound, smell 
and touch by focusing on 
elements of materials, texture, 
and shape giving it a dynamic 
sense of expansion. ”

Landscape deck - seamless link in between the Sales Gallery and Show Apartment

Landscape deck
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Show Apartment - interior view

Sales Gallery

The Show Garage that resembles the unique private garage at the actual development

PAM AWARDS 2021
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 THE 
  KASTURI

RESORT

HOSPITALITY - GOLD AWARD

ARCHITECT Hijjas Kasturi Associates Sdn  
CLIENT  Rimbun Dahan Sdn Bhd
CONTRACTOR O&Z Vision Sdn Bhd / Rimbun Dahan Sdn Bhd

T 
he resort is nicely set up in between forest and the 
sea, done intricately with minimum tree cutting to 
preserve the natural condition of the site. There is 
no specific reception area, only a pavilion stand-
ing proudly to welcome and receive guests upon 
check-in. Kasturi Resort has no paved driveways 
- only natural sand and gravel with concrete walk-

ways which give the feeling of being very close to nature and the 
soothing feeling of the sea breeze.     

The villas at the resort are designed with an A-shaped roof 
and located in respect to the natural forest and cleverly integrating 
natural lighting and ventilation into the indoors, whilst admiring 
the captivating views of the sea or the forest. The usage of stone 
walls, reused timber and rattan weaving element for the ceiling 
adds to the natural element that are adorned with woodcrafts 
from Sarawak accompanied by rattan furniture gives a nice touch 
to enhancing the elegance and luxury of the place and furniture 
made the interior look natural and blend well with its surroundings. 

Kasturi Resort is a wonderful place for experiencing flora 
and fauna in a luxury setting of villa resorts, which are also OKU- 
friendly. The resort offers a wide range of elements-of-surprise 
ranging from the unique design, intricate use of materials chosen 
using mostly locally made and the complement the natural sur-
roundings of forest and the sea. 
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“The project really engages its users into the forest 
and sea-side experience and enables them to enjoy 
the spectacular feeling of living in nature. ”

Beachfront villa living room - view of the sea

Yoga deckBeachfront villa - under the roofElevated walkway

HOSPITALITYPAM AWARDS 2021
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Kachapuri main lobby

Restaurant entrance

Kachapuri main building

Arrival pavilion at sunset
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Beachfront villa

Penthouse with the forest view

Beachfront villa bedroom Ketapang Spa

Beachfront villas - blending into nature 
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ESTUARI
 SPORT
 CENTRE

SPORTS & RECREATION - SILVER AWARD

ARCHITECT Archicentre Sdn Bhd  
CLIENT  UEM Sunrise Berhad
CONTRACTOR Siacon Technology Sdn Bhd

T
he complex is an integrated sports centre with a 
wide range of sports facilities to cater for Estuari 
and its surrounding community. The use of facing 
bricks is not only aesthetically pleasing but was 
also arranged in a way that enables air to pass 
through into the internal part of the building and 
the external louvers, providing shade. It is these 

quality detailing which is really excellent and creatively designed.
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“Material selection of natural facing brick colour for the façade compliments each 
other and is very appealing. The roof form and the louvers at both sides of the 
façade form a very strong character in its setting.”

Roof heat vents and skylight detail

Juxtaposition of materials

Front elevation

Porte Cochère

SPORTS & RECREATIONPAM AWARDS 2021
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Skylight provides natural illumination to the interior

Fina-compliant swimming pool Badminton Courts

Martial arts studioTennis Courts

SPORTS & RECREATIONPAM AWARDS 2021
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ECO 
FOREST

PLANNING & MASTER PLANNING - GOLD AWARD

ARCHITECT DTLM Design Group Sdn Bhd  
CLIENT  Eco Majestic Development Sdn Bhd

T
he Eco Forest master plan was designed as an 
eco-community, comprising corporate and com-
mercial leisure together with residential compo-
nents. The main concept behind it is to combine 
environment, business and community as one 
eco-friendly development, together with the car-
rying out of eco adventures. A 4.5-meter-wide 

bicycle lane extends into the Central Park and surrounds the  
entire commercial and community town centre. This is intended 
to encourage owners to enjoy the facilities and the convenience 
of getting around while enjoying the surrounding nature. Be-
sides that, public transport and shuttle services are also provided 
throughout the entire Eco Forest for the ease and convenience of 
getting around; at the same time lowering air pollution in the area, 
making it an even healthier place to live in. The highlight of the de-
velopment is the Central Park that comprises public open space 
and commercial kiosk, whereas the residential areas are further 
divided into 3 precincts. 
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Insert caption

Eco Forest sales gallery

Eco Forest guard house Chirpy tree

Red logs on Ebony Lane

PLANNING & MASTER PLANNING

Sales gallery lobby
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Lake park

Show houses

Living room

Façade garden 
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“The master plan is cleverly designed with safety and peace of mind at all 
times for its residents. All areas have well-designed access with emphasis 
on connectivity and healthy living. The initiative for the wide bicycle lane and 
beautiful night view via the LED outline of taller buildings is commendable  
as it enhances the quality of life for its residents. ”

Gazebo at night

Aerial view of Ebony Lane

PLANNING & MASTER PLANNINGPAM AWARDS 2021
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One with nature

Lush garden homes
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SERIMBUN
PLANNING & MASTER PLANNING - SILVER AWARD

ARCHITECT Veritas Architects Sdn Bhd  
CLIENT  Nusajaya Green Sdn Bhd
CONTRACTOR Pamir Development Sdn Bhd 

T
he project focuses on its landscape and geo-
graphical setting which involves the preservation 
of natural water elements that complements the 
landscape. Its location, which is not too far from 
the city center and also Singapore makes it a 
highly sought-after address in, which is not. Ne- 
vertheless, it's still quite affordable, targeting the 

M40 market with its simplistic design, low density and the idea 
of a ‘home’ to young purchasers. The design emphasises on the 
neighborhood aspect as well as amenities like pedestrian link-
ages, green spaces and water bodies, with very low traffic giving 
occupants the feeling of safety and security. 
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“A housing project that aims at fulfilling 
the needs and market demand while 
at the same time giving emphasis on 
neighbourhood spaces and pedestrian 
linkages in ensuring connectivity 
with passive environmental design 
considerations.”

Overview from Type A

Type B

Amenities

Aerial view from the highwayCentre park

Entrance view

PAM AWARDS 2021 PLANNING & MASTER PLANNING
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NOVUM 
MULTIPLE RESIDENTIAL HIGH RISE

ARCHITECT Surbana Jurong Malaysia Sdn Bhd
CLIENT  EUPE Bangsar South Development (JV) Sdn Bhd
CONTRACTOR Accord Construction Sdn Bhd

SHORTLISTED ENTRIES

 HOUSE NO 47 
SINGLE RESIDENTIAL

ARCHITECT DRTAN LM Architect
CLIENT  Victor Weida Lee & Dato Lee Choon Chin
CONTRACTOR Tan Loong & Sons Construction Sdn Bhd

WRAP HOUSE 
ALTERATION AND ADDITION

ARCHITECT KKNG Architect
CLIENT  Anonymous
CONTRACTOR Synfrontier Builder Sdn Bhd 

VERVEA 
COMMERCIAL LOW RISE

ARCHITECT Arkitek LLA Sdn Bhd

CLIENT  Aspen Group (Aspen Vision City Sdn Bhd)
CONTRACTOR Daya CMT Sdn Bhd 
  / Pro Tech Enterprise Sdn Bhd 
  / Vector Foiltec (M) Sdn Bhd

WANAKA: THE 
LIVING HOUSE 
ALTERATION & ADDITION

ARCHITECT John Koh Architect

CLIENT  Koh Seng Siew & Loh Foong Lin
CONTRACTOR Hiap Leck Construction & Trading (M) Sdn Bhd

TWY 
MONT KIARA 
MULTIPLE RESIDENTIAL HIGH RISE

ARCHITECT C’Arch Architecture & Design Sdn Bhd
CLIENT  TWY Development Sdn Bhd
CONTRACTOR Pembinaan Tuju Setia Sdn Bhd

VSIP SUN 
CASA 
RESIDENCE, 
ENTRANCE 
GATE & 
LINEAR PARK
OVERSEAS

ARCHITECT BYG Architecture Sdn Bhd in collaboration 
  with BYG Projects (Vietnam) LTD
CLIENT  Vietnam Singapore Industrial Park J.V. Co Ltd 
CONTRACTOR LT Association Co LTD

SHORTLISTED ENTRIES
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KIP CORE 
SENTRAL
COMMERCIAL HIGH RISE

ARCHITECT Pakatan Reka Arkitek Sdn Bhd
CLIENT  Cahaya Serijaya Sdn Bhd
CONTRACTOR SMCGC (M) Sdn Bhd

BLOCK F1, 
KOMPLEKS F
COMMERCIAL HIGH RISE

ARCHITECT Pakatan Reka Arkitek Sdn Bhd
CLIENT  Putrajaya Holdings Sdn Bhd
CONTRACTOR Sunway Construction Sdn Bhd

MENARA 
JLAND
COMMERCIAL HIGH RISE

ARCHITECT Veritas Architects Sdn Bhd
CLIENT  Johor Land Berhad
CONTRACTOR MRCB Builder Sdn Bhd

SELINDUNG 
DAUN
SHOWROOM

ARCHITECT Malek Hassan Architect
CLIENT  Ringgit Muhibbah Sdn Bhd
CONTRACTOR Ringgit Muhibbah Sdn Bhd
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EDI Architects Sdn Bhd
Domaine Architects Sdn Bhd
Design Collective Architects
John Koh Architect 
T.R Hamzah & Yeang Sdn Bhd
Kee Yen Architect
KKNg Architect
Architects Avenue Sdn Bhd
PS Low Architect
Arkitek LLA Sdn Bhd

Leong Y.K Architect in collaboration with BID Studio Sdn Bhd
K SEE K Architect
ShafikZaman Architect

Arkitek FAA Sdn Bhd
Ping Ng Architect
Ping Ng Architect
WANGHC Architect
RDC Arkitek Sdn Bhd

OTHER ENTRIES

1 T HOUSE
2 PENCHALA RESIDENCE
3 F+G HOUSE
4 AIR ANGIN METAMORPHOSIS IN ARCHITECTURE 
5 HO’S RESIDENCE
6 FILLET HOUSE
7 WRAP HOUSE
8 KM CHEW BUNGALOW
9 MODERN FARMHOUSES 
10 BROOK HOUSE

11 ALAM MUTIARA, PHASE 1
12 JADE HILLS PHASE 12B
13 108 TERRACES- KEMUNING GREENHILLS

SINGLE RESIDENTIAL

MULTIPLE RESIDENTIAL 
LOW RISE 

MULTIPLE RESIDENTIAL 
HIGH RISE 
14 4C2 CANTARA RESIDENCES, ARA DAMANSARA
15 LEGEND HEIGHTS CONDOMINIUM
16 PRIMA @ JALAN JUBILEE 
17 GENKL RESIDENCE
18 RESIDENSI PERMAI
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Zone Architect 
Kwan Kim Huan Architect
K SEE K Architect
Veritas Architect Sdn Bhd 
Rudy Omar Architect 
Dexter Koh Design Architect 
Chewan Architecture Sdn Bhd
Juhari & Hashim Chartered Architects

SNO Architects Sdn Bhd
SNO Architects Sdn Bhd
ASIMA Architects Sdn Bhd
ASIMA Architects Sdn Bhd

19 KPJ DAMANSARA 2 SPECIALIST HOSPITAL
20 TRINITY METHODIST CHURCH
21 KUNDANG ESTATES COMMUNITY CENTRE 
22 PINTASAN SALOMA
23 PASAR HARIAN SELAYANG KUALA LUMPUR 
24 LA SALLE HALL
25 PASAR MODEN SRI MUDA (PS25)
26 KOMPLEKS IPPP DAN MAKMAL PENYELIDIKAN BERPUSAT, 
 UNIVERSITI MALAYA
27 BLOK F5, KOMPLEKS F, PUTRAJAYA
28 BLOK F11, KOMPLEKS F, PUTRAJAYA
29 MPSJ USJ 7 COMMUNITY HALL
30 ENCORE MELAKA THEATRE

Akitek AKIPRIMA Sdn Bhd
HB Ong Architect 
CKHO Architect 
Wan Hui Architect n collaboration with K. Halim Architect
Ar Rad Architects PLT
ShafikZaman Architect
Dexter Koh Design Architect 
Y.Architects Sdn Bhd
Lee Jin Liang Architect 
Beu Tan Architect

Beu Tan Architect

31 CITIZEN M KUALA LUMPUR
32 CHENG RESIDENCE 
33 THE FENCE
34 ZEN HOUSE
35 PERPUSTAKAAN ANGGERIK ARANDA
36 LANTERN HOUSE
37 LA SALLE HALL
38 JARO RENOVATION 
39 SJK(C) CHUNG WA
40 PBA ADMINISTRATION BUILDING

41 KEDAH DIGITAL LIBRARY

ALTERATION AND ADDITION

CONSERVATION

PUBLIC AND INSTITUTIONAL 
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SPORTS AND RECREATION
59 DISCOVERY PARK
60 KOMPLEKS SUKAN KETAPANG

Akitek AKIPRIMA Sdn Bhd
Pakatan Reka Arkitek Sdn Bhd

ATSA Architects Sdn Bhd 
Design Collective Architects
Chan & Shariman Arkitek Sdn Bhd
Akitek AKIPRIMA Sdn Bhd

ShafikZaman Architect
ATSA Architects Sdn Bhd

GDP Architects Sdn Bhd
CSM Architects Sdn Bhd

53 WISMA MELAYU, JALAN MASJID INDIA
54 BLOK F2 & F3, KOMPLEKS F, PUTRAJAYA

55 TEMASYA SALES GALLERY
56 GARDEN VILLA
57 LIKASVUE SALES GALLERY 
58 SUNWAY VELOCITY TWO – SALES GALLERY 

61 GRAVIT8
62 EDUSPHERE MASTERPLAN DEVELOPMENT

COMMERCIAL HIGH RISE

SHOWROOM

PLANNING AND 
MASTER PLANNING

Arkitek ICB Sdn Bhd
A3 Projects Sdn Bhd
Chewan Architecture Sdn Bhd
BCTAY Architect in collaboration with N O T Architecture Sdn Bhd
Malek Hassan Architect in collaboration with LINGHAO Archictects
SA Architects Sdn Bhd
RDC Arkitek Sdn Bhd
RDC Arkitek Sdn Bhd
Shaw Architect

44 RUANG PERNIAGAAN (STREET MARKET B5) 1 TINGKAT
45 TAIKO OFFICE
46 SHOPLOT & OFFICE BISTARI (SOBD)
47 BINTULU ENERGY INTEGRATED HUB 
48 THE GODOWN 
49 CENTRAL I-CITY SHOPPING CENTRE
50 PASARAYA BESAR PARAGON
51 PUSAT PERDAGANGAN EKOFLORA
52 BLOK DATA CENTRE

COMMERCIAL LOW RISE

BYG Architecture Sdn Bhd in collaboration with BYG Projects (Vietnam) Ltd
BYG Architecture Sdn Bhd in collaboration with BYG Projects (Vietnam) Ltd

42 GRAND MYAKANTHAR CONDOMINIUM
43 KINDERGARTEN, CELADON CITY

OVERSEAS
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Scan to apply and
view the monthly
instalment table

Personal Financing-i

Customers are advised to read and understand the terms and conditions available at our website www.bankislam.com before agreeing to subscribe for any 
product or services and/or participating in any of our campaigns and promotions.

Apply for Personal Financing-i today.
Realise your dreams

Required Documents
• Copy of MyKad
• Latest 3 months’ salary slip
• Latest 3 months’ Bank (salary) statements 
• Latest Income Tax or EPF Statement
• Latest Employment Confirmation Letter
• Copy of Staff ID (For selected package employers only)
• Degree (or equivalent) in Architecture or any related field
 AND
• Registered membership of Persatuan Arkitek Malaysia (PAM)   
 OR Lembaga Arkitek Malaysia (LAM) OR Institute of Landscape   
 Architects Malaysia (ILAM).  

• Financing amount up to RM300,000
• Financing tenure up to 10 years
• Takaful protection (optional)

Visit a branch near you today.

• Snap a picture of this brochure
• Send NAME<space>LOCATION 
 <space> FINANCING AMOUNT
 via WhatsApp to 03 2088 8286.

Want to apply for financing?
Snap n’ Apply

EXCLUSIVELY
FOR

ARCHITECTS

We offer financing up to RM300,000 and competitive rates for you to 
accomplish your financial dreams.
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